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Parking garage approved
Ly nchmob
O' Ko nonowitz
Ace Report ers

A six level parki ng garage w1ll
be e rected. It wi ll be pu t tn the
midd le of the Qua d. Constru ctio n
w tl l start th1s s ummer.
Bro ther Sa lami, vice principa l
of affa irs or so mething, said, " It'll
cost us, but we fig ured we s ho uld
do some thing to help people."
The cost fo r the new, heated
garage will be like $3 million. The
Director of Money said, "T hat's
okay, we' ll just jack up tuiti o n for
years to come."
The university has a lread y so ld
naming rights of the garage to
Bernie Kosa r. He said , " I was going to bu y th e new Cleveland
Browns, but I knew this garage
was just a better deal."
This will mark Kosar's twentieth parking garage purchase nationally. Unlike the others, this
one is not at an airport. Bu t like
the o thers, it will be named "Park

cars pa rked in there, though."
Instead of selling parking
passes fo r the ga rage, people will
have to pay eit her a short term rate
of$16 pe r ho ur, w1 th a max1 mum
of two ho urs. Long term rates will
be $29.95 pe r day.
The state of the art structure
will feature a heliport because
someti~es people need to make
quick getaways. There w ill also be
elevato rs that go up and down
a nd side to sid e too. I he garage
w i II also have a va let service run
by the Stud ent Co un cil.
The a rchitect of the garage, I.M .
Pea, said that he wanted fhe garage to blend into the campus'
Gothic architectu re and beautiful
landscaping. Pea said , "My tentative s ketches feature a mirrored
skyscraper-type thing. Also, it will
have 21 pointy towers on top to
remind students of the legal drinking age.
The highlight of the garage's
architecture will be a 17 foot four-

America is ruini ng trees a nd sod
tha t JCL shou ld too. Everyo ne
e lse agreed, citing JCU as the JeSUit Unt versity in CJe, eland that
a lways stays on top of current
trends.
just th1s week, the committee
realized that they didn ' t figure out
a wa y for cars to get to and from
the street. When he rea lized the
Dea n
Pa tr ick
p roblem,
Ramblemonsky, from this one office sa id: "Dang! Who knew?"
To allevia te th b majnr problem, an archway-bridgey road
thing w ill be bui lt over Rodma n
Hall. They we re just goi ng to tear
down Rodm an, but th ey thoug ht
that would des troy the campus'
historical appeal. (After all, Don
Shula lived there.)
Only faculty and administrators will be able to park in the new
garage. According to Travador,
"We were gonna let staff and students park in it, but like 1 said
earl ier, I d on' t w ant any of the riff

Grounds Crew guys have already started diggmg at the site of the new
pa rking garage to be loca ted right in the middl e o f the quad.

raff cars in my parking garage ."

pro tested the buil d ing of the
garage. They complained for
hours about how the garage would
ruintreesandsod. Theywerealso
ticked cause you can't play frisbee
in a parking garage.
The Parking Garage Committee explained that since the rest of

Investigating the presidential scandal:
Carroll
News
uncovers
New president named
shocking
Filet-A-Trout
photos

airport.
Fred erique Travador, university provolone cheese, said , "Urn,
you guys should start gettin' real
excited . This here structure' s
gonna look stupendous. But 1
don't want any of your riff raff

Brother Salami was overjoyed
upon hearing of the new
president.
Lois Lane
Clark Kent
The Da1ly Planel

In record time, the JCU Board
of Trustees announced the new
university president this week.
Abandoning the tradi t ional
presidential search process, the
board sold the presidency to john
Brein, '56, in an auction last weekend at Shaker Heights Country
Club.
Brein is on the Board of Trustees and is the Chief Executive Officer of the Sherwin Williams Company. They sell paint, in case you
didn't know.
The board was going to give
the presidency to whoever had

the best golf score, but then they
remembered that they couldn 't
really make a lot of money if they
did it that way.
The Shaker Heights "Spring
Fling" (as the trustees started call ing it after having a few) was a
first class extravaganza. Champagne, flowers and a steak dinner
welcomed the new guy.
Brein said that his first action
as president will be to paint all
the buildings on campus in different colors.
He said, "Variety is the spice
of life."
Plans are already underway to
paint the administration building green, as a tribute to the grass
that was killed due to the construction of the new parking garage this summer.
A student from the Save our
Quad club said, "Well, it's not the
real thing, but the green color is
the least they can do."
johann Sa Iivan, chairperson of
the board, said that the presidency
didn't come cheap.
He said, "Let's just say the
board won't be missing any meals
any time soon."
Vice President of Affairs,
Brother Salami, said, "I am so super excited about the new president. He already promised to
paint my office!"

Student Union President Kevin Filet-A-Trout was seen at a recent
party getting his groove on with the Easter Bunny

While most of America is currently focusing on President Clinton's affairs, The Carroll News has been
focu ing on Student Union President Kevin Filet-A-Trout's affairs.
Tire Carroll News has obtained two photos of Filet-A-Trout partaking in questionable activities with
several mascots, including the Easter Bunny and Slider from our very own Cleveland Indians.
Filet-A -Trout's approval rating's are the highest they've ever been right now, but these shocking
photos could turn that around.
Does the president have a secret fetish for large furry creatures? CN opinion surveys say "Yes." An
overwhelming 85 percent of students think that Filet-A-Trout has had relations with the Easter Bunny.
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Clinton, who has had similar scandal, told
Kevin, "Be
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Filet-A-Trout has also been seen around town
with Slider.
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Newsbriefs
Clinton comes to Wolf and Pot
President Clinton will come to John Carroll University Friday
night at 7 p.m. He will have a town meeting in the Wolf and Pot
to talk about his sexual affairs. Monica Lewinsky will make a
guest appearance at the meeting. She will talk a bout her new line
of lipstick from Revlon. The town meeting is sponsored by
Campus Security and W.D. Forty. assistant to the president.

Jeopardy on JCTV
Alex Trebeck and his Jeopardy entourage will tape three
shows from the JCTV studio next week. John Carroll students
and faculty will be contestants. "John Carroll is the Jesuit University in Cleveland," said Alex Trebeck. ''This is Jeopardy."
Students interested in being on the show should go to the
communications department and say, "What I want to be on?"
Then if they say "Jeopardy" you get to be on the show.

Don't eat the gummies
Several students have reported finding various forms of insect life in their gummy snacks. "I tend to find the most insects
in the sharks, but sometimes there are a lot in the bears, too," said
Tina Smith.
Coordinator of Gummy Snacks said, "People must stop eating
the gummies! They are going to kill the insects."

Dorms go alcohol-free
In a surprise move this week, the Dean of Stuff said that next
year all dorms will be alcohol-free. "My secret agenda all year has
been to eliminate alcohol from this campus. I truly want to make
John Carroll the Jesuit University in Cleveland, and this is how I
plan on starting. "
Most student~ think it is a good idea because alcohol interferes
with their academics.

Campus mail charges
Beginning Monday, all students, faculty, staff and organizations who use campus mail will be required to place JCU stamps
on all items to be mailed. The stamps will cost 25 cents and will
be sold at the Inn Between. The stamps will feature a caricature
·~a

·
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Fight at the Spelling Bee
The recent campus spelling bee resulted in a blood bath after
the communications department started a fight with the office of
the registrar.
"They beat the hell out of us," said a registrar representative.
'They are crazy! And it was all because they couldn't spell
'registrar!' We weren't even contestants."

Playboy, Adult Entertainment
Channels added to campus cable
The Playboy Channel and
Adult Entertainment TV will be
added to the campus cable service
next week. The new channels will
be eight and nine.
"We put them at eight and nine
because those are the most easily
accessed channels in our rotation
from eight to 37," said Jim
McDonald, Cable Director.
A bunch of students were surveyed, and these were the channels people wanted the most.
"The only other station that
even came close was Home and
Garden Television," McDonald
said.
A lot of students said they are
very happy about the arrival of
the new channels. "This is the
best thing to happen on our campus since All-Student e-m ails were
invented," said senior Jack Hammer.
Another student concurred,
"This is great! Now we'll always
have something to do on Friday
night, and we won't get arrested
for it!"
However, some students do not
really like it. They said that the
channels are inappropriate for a
Catholic university.
"l think there were a lot of

better options to choose before this
smut," said junior Mary Krismess.
"What about the Cartoon Network
and Nickelodeon?"
The Cable Director told
Krismess that she didn't know
what she was talking about, and if
she wanted to Pinwheel she should
be in pre-school, not college.
Dean of Something, Peter
Ramblemonsky, said, "This really
embodies the Jesuit values of this
university. It is great to see that
people will now have the chance
to see the great beauty of all of
God's creations."
No
one
knows
if
Ramblemonskyknewwhathewas
talking about.
In order to accommodate the
new channels, two will be eliminated .
First to go was the Weather
Channel, followed quickly by CSpan. "It wasn't a matter of picking my personal favorites, itwasa
matter of nobody ever watched
them," said the Cable Director.
When the univeristy provolone
found out that most colleges don't
have the Playboy channel, he said,
"As the Jesuit University in Cleveland, we are the trend-setter for
the nation. •
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JCU welcomes prodigy kids

Michael Jackson

Youth Reporter

Next year's John Carroll University freshman class,
the class of 2002, will contain the youngest people to
ever attend the university.
Doogie Howsmann and Harry Coleman, both six
years young and residents of University Heights, will
become the youngest people to become full-time students of JCU in the 1998 fall semester. They will
surpass Jean Douglass who was 17 years, 3 months, 16
days, when she attended her first class at the jesuit
University of Cleveland.
Howsmann, who scored a near-perfect 1580on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), plans to major in
communications. He said he was drawn to the major
because nearly everyone who has been or is a
comunications major said the curriculum is a joke.
" I really don't want to take theatre classes or television classes," Howsmann said. "I just want to go be
a lawyer. And since I know what I want to do, I want
it to be the most easiest path. Communications seems
the way to go."
Coleman, who had a perfect 1600score on the SAT,
has chosen the opposite extreme. The misguided lad
has decided to major in either finance or accounting as
part of the university's business school. When asked
why such a smart boy would choose such a tough
major instead of taking the easy way like his buddy,
Coleman had an interesting answer.
"I don't know."
Both boys had similar reasons for choosing John
Carroll over, say, I don't know, Harvard or Yale. Both
agreed that having their mommies pack their lunches
and walk them to school is a definite perk.

Jane Goodall

These two six-year-olds are turning in story
time for )CU's First Year Seminar. The
prodigies will start college classes in the fall.

Motorists complain that hitting students damages their cars
M.

The university announced yesterday that a full-time crossing
guard has been hired to help students croM ~

Catera wasn't the only person
happy with the changes.
"Last week I had to pay
$100,000 dollars for causing a dent
in a car that ran a red light," said

JMI.volr

Blvd.
Officials announced that the
guard will indeed wear a dashing
orange caution outfit and will be
equipped with a "stop" flag popularized by grade school safety patrols throughout the country.
Carroll finally buckled to pressure from motorists who are concerned that their cars may be damaged in accidents involving JCU
students.
"Last week I had to get a new
fender because some kid just
walked in front of me," said Lisa
Calera, a Cleveland resident.
"I know the light was red for
me, but that doesn't mean she
shouldn't have looked both ways.
It's about time John Carroll did
something to correct this problem."

sophomore Renta Toyota. "If I
had that kind of money, l would
have paid for an on-campus parking spot. Now at least it'll be the
guard's fault ."
The guard will beondutyseven

days a week from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m.
During the remaining hours, motorists must drive by JCU at their
own risk.
With this schedule, the guard
will work a mere140houn _ _....__~=~:~
lle wil t make $5.35 an hour,
which is generously above minimum wage.
"I really care about the students'
safety, and I really care about
people's cars," said the new crossing guard, who wished to remain
anonymous.
"I myself once hit a JCU freshman with my Beretta . I was going
50 miles an hour, so you can imagine how much damage there was
tomycar. ThankGodforairbags."
Campus Security refused to
comment on the difference in salary between themselves and the
new crossing guard. However, a
security spokesperson did say, "We
don't feel threatened by him at all,
if that's what you're inferring.
We're officers of the peace, he's
limited to safety patrol."

CN to hold 1998-99 editor-in-chief elections
Are you anxious to fill those extra 50 hours a week you have?
Do you like dealing with cranky people at four in the morning?
Want to watch your grades plummet?
If you answered "yes" to any of these three questions, you should be the next
Carroll News editor-in-chief!
The perks:
No pay!
No free time!
Miss classes!
Typically, you would need a year of writing, editing and layout experience
at The Carroll News. You would need to have a good knowledge of libel laws,
AP Style and a working idea of what journalism is.
But now, for a limited time only, it's no experience necessary! Because that's
the way certain administrators and faculty thought it should be. Take
advantage of this great offer- give it a try. If you don't l~ke it, just quit!
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When Alligators Attack • • •
]CU invaded by wildlife; drunken students atfault
-

Wildlife Reporter

University hires crossing guard for Belvoir
Neighborhood Reporter

TheCarrollNews, Aprill, 1998

much we can do."
In order to prevent the wild
animals from coming on to campus in the .future, jC U securi ty has
two tentativ e plans. "Well, we
either want to get guns and annihilate the drunken scoundrels before they break the black and whtte
gates, or we want to get undergro und electric fences that wou ld
zap th drunken scoundreb before they try to break the gates,"
sa id the Hend Security guy whose
name I can't remember.
Timber wolves have also been
a problem because people think
they're dogs. "When they go up to
pet them, they 're in for an unpleasant surprise. This place has
turned tnto a haven of chaosthere are no Lassies out there anymore," said the Director of Sidewalks and General Walkways.
One student has ac tually encountered a timber wolf, and lost
his hand.
"I used to want to be a veterinarian, but now I won't go near
antmals. 1 was just trying to pet
him," said the guy who I don't
have to name, since you've probably all seen him walking around
without a hand.
"If one is bitten by a timber
wolf and losesanappendage, there
is not too much we can do, l don 't
even think ointment will help in
this case," said Hathawa y.
The Commissioner of Wi\dhfe

Alligators, timber wolves and
wild boars have crept onto the john
Carroll University campus because
intoxicated individuals walk back
to campus from excursions to the
bars and viciously destroy the
"black and white electrical in and
out gates," according to jCU'scommissioner of wild life in and around
Murphy Hall.
The grounds crew discovered
an alligator by the administration
building wh il e they were surveyin g land for the new parking garage.
Grounds crew guy Barry
Manilow said, "It was the scariest
thing I ever saw. It was so unexIt's no crock! [t san alligator on campus. Thts particular alligator is wanted for attacking three students
pected since alligators are usually
last week.
found in swa mps and marshy areas, and John Carroll is mostly like
a prairie."
The campus hospital, located
in Murph y Hall has reportedly
treated numerous students and
several jesui ts who have been bitten or a !tacked by these anima Is.
"Like, I was just laying on the
um,q uad during last week's spring
weather, and J like totally felt this
thing on my butt. At first I thought
it was like, my boyfriend grabbing
my ass, but then I remembered I
wasn't dating an alligator," said
Sara (w hose last name will remain
anonymous).
The campus hospital recommends ilia! i' lnn~d~e~~~~--~~~~~~'*. .~~~_._.. . .
be given to any injuries from wild hi s department has not yet been Timberwolves have also been able to sneak onto campus
This is a wild boar. They do no real harm,
animals. Nurse Hathaway sa id, able to ca tch any of the alligators, because drunk students break off the electrical gates in the
but they rea lly scare the pants off people.
"We can give you. some ointment timber wolves or wild boars. parking lot . The timberwolves bite people's hands off.
or something, but if you get bit by "We'll just have to keep trying,"
a damn animal, there's not too he said.

Unisex bathrooms to be
implemented next fall
I.P. Daly
CN Correspondant

If you've seen "A lly McBeat,"
then you 've seen men and women
sharing the same public restroom.
Now, both men and women at
John Carroll University will be able
to do the same thing.
All bathrooms at )CU
will be unisex beginning
in the fall of 1998, according to Billy
Nutz,
the
university's director
of
restrooms and
wast!" management.
(Sidenote:
For some rea son, Marriott
food services
falls under his
guise.)
( ole to self: Find
out why the cafeteria
food is run by a man whose
title mvolves "waste management.")
Student Union president emeritus Christ offer Beateau presented
the proposal for unisex potties at a
meeting in january. The proposal
was passed after much debate.
Geoffrey
Becker,
Patrick
Scandanavia and KrisGrrr led the

opposition,astheyusuallydo. But
the proposal was okayed, and then
put on the ballot. It was approved
overwhelmin gly, according to a
Student Union member who forgot his own name. The margin of

1ow it wll I a II be tega l.
Cool,
huh?"
Nutz said the main reason for
the change was that most of the
bathrooms on campus could be
unisex anyway.
"Look at the bathrooms in the
library, which, incidentally, are the
most comfortable bathrooms on
the campus. Spacious, secluded,
but [ digress.
I mean, why couldn't a
woman sneak into the one
with the male sign? I
know it has happened.
['ve seen it happen.
This only makes
sense.
Mo~t students were
okay with the decision.
"I think that segregating
people by sex b one of
the greatest injustices of
our time, " said senior
Darren Stevens. "Finally, men
and women will be able to share
one of our most sacred gifts-· defecation!"
Frederique Travador, umversity provolone, said, "This proves
that we are the jesuit University
in Cleveland. '
Travadorexpects all jesuit universities will follow this plan
within a year. "We are naltonal
trendsetters," he satd.
1

the vote was 52 percent in favor
and 48 percent opposed.
.
But Nutz said not to worry.
Thmgs are going to be all right.
"just walk through a dorm on the
weekend," he said. "Girls are using the guys crappers all the time.

'

The Carroll News
follow up sex survey...
(we're at it again)
Well, it's been just over a month now si nce Tlze Carroll News
did it's first ever "Students Views on Sex in Relationships"
survey. We think the time has come to fill you in on some other
interesting se>e stuff going on around campus ...This poll was
conducted from a SURVEY OF 35 JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSlTY STUDENTS. WE ONLY SURVEYED OURSELVES AND
OUR FRIENDS (WHO HAVE PRETTY WEIRD PATTERNS OF
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR). WE ARE NOT CLAIMING THLS TO BE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHOLE ENTfRE SCHOOL NOR
ARE WE ASSERTING THAT lT IS IN ANY WAY A SCIENTIFIC
SURVEY. It's just for fun, relax.

35°/o of JCU s1udents surveyed have had sex
in a publk place
6()0/o of JCU studen1s surveyed like to keep it

in their bedrooms during legal visitation
hours
5°/o of JCU students surveyed have been
arrested for having sex in a public place
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Newsbriefs
Clinton comes to Wolf and Pot
President Clinton will come to John Carroll University Friday
night at 7 p.m. He wiU have a town meeting in the Wolf and Pot
to talk about his sexual affairs. Monica Lewinsky will make a
guest appearance at the meeting. She will talk about her new line
of lipstick from Revlon. The town meeting is sponsored by
Campus Security and W.D. Forty, assistant to the president.

Jeopardy on JCTV
Alex Trebeck and his Jeopardy entourage will tape three
shows from the JCTV studio next week. John Carroll students
and faculty will be contestants. "john Carroll is the Jesuit University in Cleveland," said Alex Trebeck. "This is Jeopardy."
Students interested in being on the show should go to the
communications department and say, "What I want to be on?"
Then if they say "jeopardy" you get to be on the show.

Don't eat the gummies
Several students have reported finding various forms of insect life in their gummy snacks. "I tend to find the most insects
in the sharks, but sometimes there are a lot in the bears, too," said
Tina Smith.
Coordinator of Gummy Snacks said, "People must stop eating
the gummies! They are going to kill the insects."

Dorms go alcohol-free
In a surprise move this week, the Dean of Stuff said that next
year all dorms will be alcohol-free. "My secret agenda all year has
been to eliminate alcohol from this campus. I truly want to make
john Carroll the Jesuit University in Cleveland, and this is how T
plan on starting."
Most students think it is a good idea because alcohol interferes
with their academics.

Campus mail charges
Beginning Monday, all students, faculty, staff and organizations who use campus mail will be required to place JCU stamps
on all items to be mailed. The stamps will cost 25 cents and wi ll
be sold at the lnn Between. The stamps will feature a caricature
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Fight at the Spelling Bee
The recent campus spelling bee resulted in a blood bath after
the commun ications department started a fight with the office of
the registrar.
"They beat the hell out of us," said a registrar representative.
"They are crazy' And it was all because they couldn't spell
'registrar!' We weren't even contestants."

Playboy, Adult Entertainment
Channels added to campus cable
Th e Playboy Channel a nd
Adult Entertainme nt TV will be
added to the campus cable service
next week. The new channels will
be eight and nine.
"We put them at e ight and nine
because those are the most easily
accessed channels in our rotation
fro m eight to 37," said jim
McDonald, Cable Director.
A bunch of students were s urveyed, and these were the channels people wanted the most.
"The only other station that
even came close was Home and
Garden Television," McDonald
said.
A lot of students said they are
very happy about the arrival of
the new channels. "This is the
best thing to happen on our campus since All-Student e-mails were
invented," said senior jack Hammer.
Another student concurred,
"This is great' Now we'll always
have something to do on Friday
night, and we won't get arrested
for it!"
However,somestudentsdonot
really like it. They said that the
channels are inappropriate for a
Catholic university.
"I think there were a lot of

better options to choose before this
smu t," said junior Mary Krismess.
"What about theCa rtoon Network
and Nickelodeon?"
The Ca bl e Director to ld
Kris mess that she didn't know
what she was talking about, and if
she wanted to Pinwheel she should
be in pre-schoo l, not college.
Dean o f Something, Peter
Ramblemonsky, said, "This really
embodies the jesuit values of this
university. It is great to see that
people will now have the chance
to see the great beauty of all of
God's creations."
No
one
knows
if
Ramblemonsky knew what he was
talking about.
In order to accommodate the
new channels, two will be eliminated.
First to go was the Weather
Channel, followed quickly by CSpan. "It wasn't a matter of picking my personal favorites, it was a
matter of nobody ever watched
them," said the Cable Director.
When the univeristy provolone
found out that most colleges don't
have the Playboy channel, he said,
"As the jesuit University in Cleveland, we are the trend-setter for
the nation.·
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JCU welcomes prodigy kids

Michael Jackson

Youth Reporter

Next year's john Carroll University freshman class,
the class of 2002, will contain the youngest people to
ever attend the university.
Doogie Howsmann and Harry Coleman, both six
years young and residents of University Heights, will
become the youngest people to become full-time students of JCU in the 1998 fall semester. They will
surpass jean Douglass who was 17 years, 3 months, 16
days, when she attended her fir~t class at the Jesuit
University of Cleveland.
Howsmann, who scored a near-perfect 1580on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), plans to major in
communications. He said he was drawn to the major
because nearly everyone who has been or is a
comunications major said the curriculum is a joke.
"I really don' t want to take theatre classes or television classes," Howsmann said. "I just want to go be
a lawyer. And since l know what I want to do, I want
it to be the most easiest path. Communications seems
the way to go."
Coleman, who had a perfect 1600score on the SAT,
has chosen the opposite extreme. The misguided lad
has decided to major in either finan ce or accounting as
part of the university's business school. When asked
why such a smart boy would choose such a tough
major instead of taking the easy way like his buddy,
Coleman had an interesting answer.
"I don't know."
Both boys had similar reasons for choosing john
Carroll over, say, I don't know, Harvard or Yale. Both
agreed that having their mommies pack their lunches
and walk them to school is a definite perk.

The university announced yesterday that a fu ll-time crossing
guard has been hired to help students ct'08S th.da
.BeWoir
Blvd.
Officia ls announced that the
guard will indeed wear a dashing
orange caution outfi t and wi ll be
equipped with a "stop" Aag popularized by grade school safety patrols throughout the country.
Ca rroll fi nally buckled to pressure fro m motorists who are concerned that their cars may be damaged in accid ents involving JC U
students.
"Last week I had to get a new
fender beca use some kid just
walked in front of me," said Lisa
Calera, a Cleveland resident. ·
" I know the light was red for
me, bu t that d oesn't mean she
shou ldn' t have looked both ways .
It's about time john Carroll did
something to correct th is problem ."

When A ligators Attack • • •

Jane Goodall
Wildlife Report er

These two six-year-olds are turning in story
time for JCU's First Year Seminar. The
prodigies will start college classes in the fall.

Motorists complain that hitting students damages their cars
M.
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]CU invaded by wildlife; drunken students atfault

University hires crossing guard for Belvoir
Neighborhood Reporter
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Catera wasn't the only person
happy with the changes.
"Last week I had ~o pay
$100,000 dollars for causing a dent
in a ca r that ran a red light," said

sophomore Renta Toyo ta. "If I
had that kind of money, r wou ld
have paid for an on-campus parking spot. Now at least it'll be the
guard's fault. "
The guard will be on duty seven

days a week from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m.
During the remaining hours, motorists must drive by JCU at"their
own risk.
With this schedule, the guard
will work a mere 140houra--k..-.=='-!lr--~
He will make $5.35 an hour,
which is generously above minimum wage.
"I reallycareaboutthestudents'
safety, and I really care about
people's ca rs," said the new crossing guard, who wished to remain
anonymous.
"I myself once hit a JCU freshman with my Beretta. I was going
50 miles an hour, so you can imagine how much damage there was
to my ca r. Thank God for air bags."
Campus Security refused to
comment on the difference in salary between themselves and the
new crossing guard. However, a
security spokesperson did say, "We
d on't feel threatened by him at all,
if that's what you're infe rring.
We 're officers of the peace, he's
limited to sa fe ty patrol."

CN to hold 1998-99 editor-in-chief elections
Are you anxious to fill those extra 50 hours a week you have?
Do you like dealing with cranky people at four in the morning?
Want to watch your grades plummet?
If you answered "yes" to any of these three questions, you should be the next
Carroll News editor-in-chief!
The perks:
No pay!
No free time!
Miss classes!
Typically, you would need a year of writing, editing and layout experience
at The Carroll News. You would need to have a good knowledge of libel laws,
AP Style and a working idea of what journalism is.
But now, for a limited time only, it's no experience necessary! Because that's
the way certain administrators and faculty thought it should be. Take
advantage of this great offer- give it a try. If you don't H_ke it, just quit!

Alligators, timber wolves and
wi ld boars have crept onto the john
Carroll University campus because
intoxicated individuals walk back
to campus from excursions to the
bars and vicious! y destroy the
"b lack and wh1te electrical in and
out gates," according to JCU'scommissionerof wildlife in and around
Murphy Hall.
The grounds crew discovered
an alliga tor by th e administration
building whi le they were surveying land for the new parking garage.
Grounds crew guy Barry
Manilow said, " It was the scariest
thing I ever saw. II was so unexpected since alligators (\re usu ally
found in swamps and marshy areas, and John Carroll is mostly like
a prairie."
The campus hospital, located
in Murphy Hall has reported ly
treated numerous student; and
several Jesuits who have been bitten or attacked by these animals.
"Like, I was just laying on the
um, quad during last week 's spring
weather, and I like totally felt this
thing on my butt. At firstl thought
it was like, my boyfriend grabbing
my ass, but then I remembered I
wasn't dating an a lligato r, " said
Sara (whose last name will remain
anonymous).
The campus hospital recommends that ·
·
be given to any inj uries from wild
animals. Nurse Hathaway said,
"We ca n g ive you. some ointment
or something, but if you get bit by
a damn an ima l, there 's not too

much we can do."
In order to prevent the wild
animals f:om coming onto campus in the futurc,JCU ecurity has
two tentative plans. "Wel l, we
either want to get guns and annihilate the drunken scoundrels before they break the black and white
gates, or we want to get underground electric fences that would
zap the drunken scoundrels before they try to break the gates,"
said the Head Security guy whose
name I can't remember.
Timber wolves have also been
a problem because people think
they're dogs. "When they go up to
pet them, they're in for an unpleasant surprise. This place has
turned into a haven of chaos there are no Lassie~ out there anymore," said the Director of Sidewalks and General Walkways.
One student has actually encountered a timber wolf, and lost
his hand.
" I used to want to be a veterinarian, but now I won't go near
anunals. I was just trying to pet
him," said the guy who I don't
have to name, since you've probably all seen him walking around
without a hand.
"If ne is bitten by a timber
wo lf and loses an appendage, there
JS not too much we can do, I don 't
even th ink ointment will help in
this case," said Hathaway.
The Commissioner of Wildlife
his department has not yet been
able to catch any of the alligators,
timber wolves or wild boa rs.
"We'll just have to keep trying,"
he said.

It's no crock' It's an alligator on campus. This particular alligator is w,1nted for attacking
la~t week.

Timberwolves have also been able to sneak onto campus
because drunk students break off the electrical gate~ in the
parking lots. The timberwolves bite people's hands off.

Unisex bathrooms to be
implemented next fall
I.P. Daly
CN Correspondant

If you've seen "A lly McBeal,"
then you've seen men and women
sharing the same public restroom .
ow, both men and women at
John Carroll University will be able
to do the same thing.
All bathrooms at JCU
will be unisex beginning
in the fa II of 1998, according to Bi ll y
Nutz,
the
university's director
of
rest rooms and
waste management.
(Side note:
For some rea·
son, Marriott
food services
fa li s under his
gu ise.)
{ ote to self: Find
out why the cafeteria
food isrunbya man whose
title involves "waste management.")
Student Union president emeritus Christoffer Beateau presented
the proposal for unisex potties at a
meeting in january. The proposal
was passed after much debate.
Geoffrey
Becker,
Patrick
Scandanavia and Kris Grrr led the

opposi tion, as they usua lly do. But
the proposa l was okayed, and then
put on the ballot. It was approved
overwhelmingly, accord ing to a
Student Union member w ho forgot h is own name. The margin of

sense . "

Most students were
okay with the decision.
"!think that segregating
people by sex i:o one of
the greatest injustices of
our time," said senior
Darren Stevens. "Finally, men
and women will be able to share
one of our most sacred gifts-- def-

students

This is a wild boar. They do no real harm,
but they really scare the pant · off people.

The Carroll News
follow up sex survey...
(we're at it again)

""1

all be legal. Cool,
ow it
huh?"
Nutz said the main reason for
the change was that most of the
bathrooms on campus could be
unisex anyway.
"Look at the bathrooms in the
library, w hich, incidentally, are the
most comfortable bathrooms on
the campus. Spacious, secluded,
but l digress.
I mean, why couldn't a
woman sneak into the one
with the male sign? I
know it has happened.
['ve seen it happen.
This only makes

thr~

Well, it's been just over a month now since Tile Carroll News
did it's first ever "Students Views n Sex in Relationships"
survey. We think the time has come to fill you in on some other
interesting sex stuff going on a rou nd campus ... This poll was
con ducted from a SURVEY OF 35 JOHN CA RROLL UN IVERSITY STUDENTS. WE ONLY SURVEYED OURSELVES AND
OUR FR IENDS (W HO HAVE PRETTY WEIRD PATTER S OF
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR). WE ARE NOT CLA IM!NG TH IS TO BE
REPRESENTATIVE OF T HE WHOLE ENTIRE SC HOOL NOR
ARE WE ASSERTING THAT IT IS IN ANYWAY A SCIENTIFIC
SURVEY. It's just for fun, relax.

1

35o/o of JCU sluden1s surveyed have had sex
in o public place
6()0/o of JCU students surveyed like to keep it

in their bedrooms during legal visitation
hours

ecation!"

the vote was 52 percent in favor
.
and 48 percent opposed
But utz said not to worry.
Things are going to be all right.
"jus t walk through a dorm on the
weekend," he said. "Girls are using the guys crappers all the time .

Frederique Travador, univerSity provolone, said, "This prcwes
thai we are the Jesuit University
in Cleveland."
Travador expects all Je~uit universities will follow this plan
within a year. "We are national
trendsetters," he said.

5°/o of JCU students surveyed have been
anested for having sex in a public place
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New moflie

·~ease ..

sure to be a hit

It's abo ut time Ho lly wood produ ced a movie like this' "Grea se''
b a really good flick, and tt stars
jo hn Travolta and Olivia 'ewton
john - maybe you've hea rd of
them, they both made some other
movies and sang songs and stuff.
Travolta and john look incred-

ible, the years have obviously been
very kind to them. john, who's
probably about 50 years old now,
looks about 20 in the movie. The
stress of having her entrepreneurial attempt flop with her cl othing
store Koala Blue leaves no signs of
wrinkles or aging. Add itionally, I

Olivia Newton john and john Travolta star in the new movie, "Grease."

wonder how Travolta had ttme to
mak e "Grease " and his latest
mov te, Primary Co lors, at the same
time. He must have been rea lly
busy. He also looks astonishingly
thinner in "Grease" than in Primary Colors. Go see "Grease"it's sure to be a classic.

Sabrina the Teena e Witch
When university president Rev.
j .j. Sway, S.J, first arrived at john
Carroll, he decided to play a little
joke.
It wasn't until now, right before the door hits him on the way
out, that he lets the rest of us in on
his joke.
When Sway arrived at jCU,
Frederique Travador was the academic vice princi pa I.
But Sway knew Travador was
doing a great job, so he promoted
him- to university provolone.
Nobody was quite sure what a
provolone was, but they figured it
was really important, and that
Sway must have heard of it a lot on
the East Coast.
Well, it turns out Sway played
us all for foo ls.
"Heh, heh. Provolone is
cheese," Sway said. "But I knew
none of you would get it. You're
not exactly the brightest bulbs in
the chandelier."
When Travador found out that
hew as made a mockery of by Sway,
he said, "That jerk! l knew he was

Barney and friends take time out to pose du ring the ftlming of the
new movie, "Barney's Great Adventu re."

Ace reporter Ed Klein of Tite Carroll News is starring alongside Neve Campbell
(Party of Five, "Scream") in the newly released movie, "Wild Things."
When asked about his debut, Klein said, "After hours of working out to Abs of
Steel, I fi nall y had the body I've always dreamed of! "
Of the risque make out scenes, Klein said, "Neve was completely professional,
we just clicked and I think that made [the movie] much more believable."
Klein a lso wanted u to remember to consider his name when playing "The Six
Degrees of Kevin Bacon" game .
Klein was spotted and consequenUy casted by, the d'r to of "Wild Thing:;"._---!Miiilii-0.:
becau se o f hi s "uniqu e appe al and g re at s mil e," the

• •

up to something'
Every time he walked by me he
would sniff me."
Travador asked the Board of
Trustees to change his title tosomething that is not a dairy product,
but they said that Sway is still the
president and he would have to
decide.
When Travador asked Sway,
Sway issued the following public
statement: "Frederique Travador
is more than a big hunk of cheese.

President Rev. J.J. Sway,
played a big joke on his
second-in-command. "It was
hilarious," he said.

S.J.

Now instead of just calling him
'provolone; we will call him 'garlic bread with provolone cheese."'
Students seem pleased with
Sway's decision.
"1 think thi s really upholds our
values as the jesuit University in
Cl veland," said freshman Tim
Taylor.
Sway said that he couldn 't take
all of the credit for the joke. ''lowe
a lot of it to my special assistant,
Smithers."

ca tion number two . Suddenly
from out of the Student Council
office, Pat sa untered into my view.
With noth ing on but tight, polyeste r, tan, elastic wa sted pants and
wild west, lo ng sleeved button

A UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS RESIDENT GIVES AN UNDERAGE
jCU STUDENT THE GIFT OF BEER. "fHOSE COPS ARE EVERYWHERE!" HE SAID. "''M JUST DOING MY PART TO HELP THE
KIDS DRINK ." MAYOR OF UNlVER ITY HILLS, BARREL
ROCHESTER, SAID, "''M GLAD TO SEE fHE NEIGHBORS
REACHING OUT TO HELP TilE KID DRINK. NOW MAYBE
THEY'LL STOP PARKI G l THE STREETS."

University replaces all campus computers
Early model Apples found at grade school sale
John Carroll University has purchased 200 computers for the campus' computer labs. They are used
Macintosh Plus computers that were
made in 1985 and 1986.

a five by seven inc h screen with "eye
sensitive" black and green colors. It
also has a disk drive that people can
use to save their work. The computers feature seve ra l programs: Typing, Oregon Trail and Typing Tutor.
The com p u te rs don' t even n eed a

School in Cleveland . "We were having a garage sale to sell all o f our old
crap,'' said Sr. Pina Colada, principal. "I was so surprised that someone would actually buy those ancient computers. They're abou t as
high-tech as an abacus."
University Technology Director
john Ibet said that the purchase was
a steal. "Weonlyhad topay50cents
each! And we traded in all those
new computers we bought before,"
Ibet said.
The Macintosh Plus computers
have several d istinct features. It has

"This was a
wise """"""~p
for the university," sa id Ibet.
anyone needs to do is type. This
allows them to do that."
I bet also .sa id that the Internet
and e-mai l w il l no longer be availab le on the computers.
In addition to the new computers, the university has also purchased
several dot matrix printers to go with
them.
Students are rea ll y excited about
the new computers.
" [ think it's great that the new
computers have the eye sensitive
colors," said senior Ginger Spice.

Donna Martin
Technology Reporter

The Carroll News
'1'hcmas s. o•Konc:Mitz

E1:1itor- in-allef
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.finally

rized in CO 200: unibrow-definite ly a ma le, but Pat d idn't have
a unibrow; short hair-poss ible
Okay, so there I was lounging
m ale or female , Pat has short hair;
on the quad when I saw him
extended frontal area-definitely fee rr... her okay... well lt. ~e love of
m ale or extremely obese male, Pat
my life! I just knew I had to ge t
looks a little extended, but lots
attached really quick. After all,
of girls are pretty flat. I was at
less thena week until the sorora complete loss. [wondered if
ity induction dance.
I was so close to
I wo uld ever find out just exCasually, l saun tered across
ac tl y what secrets Pat was hidthe quad dodging the newly
uncovering the truth
ing behind all that polyester.
placed stakes for the parking
As we d rove in silence togarage. As I approached it from
that I couldn't let
ward downtown, th ought
behind, I placed one hand gentl y on It's shoulder and cooed
anything ruin what four about just asking, but 1 had
heard Pat was a little touchy
into lt's ear.
on the subject of sex ual orie n"What's your name?" Turnyears of minor
tation. I was so close to un coving quickly on heel It whispered
e rin g the truth that I couldn't
back, "Pat. What's yo urs?"
stalking had finally
let any thing ruin what four
Softly, I said, "Chris. I've
years of sta lking had fi nally
noticed . you around ca mpus
given me . . . a night
give n me ... a night outwith Pat!
and was just wondering what
Dan cing w e nt well, Pat
exactly you were .... you know,
out with Pat!
da nced with s uch ease. At one
... like."
point, l knew for sure It was a
With questioning expression, Pat leaned closer and said, down, Pat looked as questionable she, but then I noticed all sorts of
topless men in cages dancing w ith
"Let's find out, you a nd me on as eve r.
Saturday night. How about dinI greeted Pat with a smi le and the same ease as Pat. 1 still had
ner in the New ly Remodeled Cam- reached out to the hand extended absolutely no idea !
Back in Pat's room in the repus Dining Facility and dancing as a peaceful reminder of what the
night would hold . Together we cently resurrected Road lotsofmen
at Thrillogy downtown?"
walked arm and arm into the dormitory, we started to get a little
"Yes! l screamed!"
Thinking to myself, lam finally Newly Remodeled Campus Din- friendlier and I could hard ly congoing to find out what Pat's sex ingFacility anxiously awaiting the tain my excitement. This was the
moment I had waited four years
really is. For the past four years, Newly Installed Tofu Bar.
Throughout dinner 1stared in- for.
my friends and l have been watchot more then five minutes
ing with wondering eye and wait- tently into Pat's eyes looking for
ing to discover the truth behmd some sort of clue as to what was later we stood facing each other
hiding behind those non-descript with nothtng on but socks. This
the mfamous JCU Pat.
was }he moment of truth . I was
Saturday evening finally rolled articles of clothing.
Silently, l ran down the li t of shocked to discover that Pat was a
around and 1 sat quietly waiting
conti nu ed on page 5
for Pat under courtesy phone lo- sexual differences I had memoAndrogynoliS Exper t

University
provolone
Frederique Travador found
out that he is more than a big
hunk of cheese.

"Wild Things" opened last Friday and is playing at theaters near you.

Reporter discovers Pat's gender

jCU's Pat waihng fur CN reporter Chris Asexual prior to their night on
the town.

1r edor smd.

HOW NEIGHBORLY

Guest Reporter

CN Staffer makes
cameo in 11 Wild Things ..

The hottle with the body: Klein and Campbell pose in their new movie, "Wild Things. "
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SWAY SHARES A SECRET

Barney shines in new movie
Renowned for the song, "I love
you, you love me ... " Barney,
America 's friendly purple dinosaur has mad a movie' This uplifting, feel-good movie is sure to
bring a smtle to the faces of many.
In an age like ours, where
there's pollution, war and hunger
on the streets, Americans really
need a picker-upper like Barney.
Definitely bring the kids.
Barney's Great Adventure
opens Friday at theaters everywhere.

STUFF

The Carroll Snooz, April Fools, 1998

The Carroll Snooze, April L 1998

This 1986 Macintosh computer only has a sixinch screen, but the black and green monitor makes
things easier on you reyes. It has full c<~pabilities for
a floppy diskso you can save your work .

News

,-------------------------------,

The Trendy Typists·
Need you're end-of--the semester paper typed?

Brian Murphy
MarkBoleky
ftlty=r!eJ

~::.mz

M&a.,_ L'lf'd"

Porwa
CJ..tfl...

Call the Trendie Typists!
copy

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

Were fast.
We're acurrate.
We don't make
many misstakes!
And ...we're trendy!
(you'll Jove our latest outfits!)

Call Todd or Tammie ,
I
your Trendee Typiist
I
specialists, TODAY!
only $looper typed line!
:
L-------------------------------~

~

PhotoMYUcr

LizWhiteman
tC:Atlt. JoJI\~trs

s-r-. -=ut
AlanStephensoo, Ph .D.

~~~-

The Carroll News is published weekly by the stuclent.S of John carroll tirivennty. 'l1le q~inions expressmineditorialsardcartocns are troseof the
carroll N;w;Edi torial staff, a-dnoc necessarily tJ:ose
o!JCU'sadninistnticn. fa::llltyorstu:lents. Sig'>OO
rre terial arrlcanics ar.. solely the vie.rof the author.
1he carroll Ne.'S is printed on 70\ recy<:l edpaper.

one cqJY of che Can·oll News is

~vail able

to each

member of the JCU cortl'l\unity at no cost. Additicrel cq>ies are valued at 25 cmts each.

How to Z1IIICb us:
1216)397-4479 (B:litorial)
(216) 397-4398 (Il.Jsiness)

CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
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The Carroll Snooze, April1, 1998

New moflie ·-erease .. sure to be a hit
ible, the years have obviously been
very kind to them. john, who's
probably about 50 years old now,
looks about 20 in the movie . The
stress of having her entrepreneur·
ial attempt flop with her clothmg
store Koala Blue leaves no signs of
wrinkles o r aging. Additionally, I

It's about time Hollywood pro·
duced a movie like this' "Grease"
is a really good flick, and it stars
john Travolta and Olivia Newton
john - maybe you've heard of
them , they both made some other
movies and sang songs and stuff.
Travolta and john look incred·

wonder how Travolta had time to
rna ke "Grease' and his latest
movie, PrimaryColors,atthe arne
time. He must have been really
busy. He also looks astonishingly
thinner in "Grease" than in Pri·
mary Color . Go see "G rease" it's ;,ure to be a classic.

Barney shines in new movie

Oliv ia Newton John and John Travolta s tar in the new movie, "Grease."

Renowned for the song, "!love
you, you Jove me ... " Barney,
America's friendly purple dino·
saur has made a movie! This up·
lifting, feel-good movie is sure to
bring a smJie to the face:. of many.
In an age like ours, where
there's pollution , war and hunge r
on the s treets, Americans really
need a picker-upper like Barney.
Definitely bring the kids.
Barney' s Great Adventu re
opens Friday at theate rs every·
where.

Barney and friends take time out to pose during the filming of the
new movie, "Barney's Great Adventure."

CN Staffer makes
cameo in 11 Wild Things ..
Ace rep orte r Ed Klein of Tile Carroll News is starring alongside Neve Ca mpb e ll
(Party of Five, "Sc ream") in the newly re leased m ovie, "Wild Things."
When asked about hi s debut, Kle in sa id , "A fte r hou rs of working out to Abs of
Steel, I fma ll y had the body I've always dreamed of!"
Of th e risque make ou t scenes, Klein sa id, "Neve was co mpletely professional,
we just clicked and I think that made [th e movie) much more believable."
Klein also wanted us to remember to consider his name when playing "The Six
Degrees of Kevin Baco n" game.
Klein was spotted and consequel}~ly c;asled b the di.r ctor of "Wild
bee~ use of h is "unique appeal and g rent s mi le," tT1c director sa td.
"Wild Things" opened la t Friday and is playing at theaters nea r you.

Reporter discovers Pat's gender
Chris Asexual
Androgynous Expert

Okay, so there [ was lounging
on the quad when I saw h im
e rr... h er okay.. . we lilt. ~e love of
my life! I just knew l had to ge t
attached really quick. After all,
less then a week until the sorority induction dance.
Casually, l sauntered across
the quad dodging the newly
placed stakes for the parking
ga rage. As 1approached it from
behind, 1placed one hand gen·
tly o n It's s houlder and cooed
into lfs ear.
" What's your name?" Turn·
ingquickly o n heellt whispered
back, " Pat. What' s yours?"
Softly, I sa id, "Chris. I've
noticed . you around campus
and was just wondering what
exactly you were .... you know,
.. .like."
With questioning expres·
sion, Pat leaned closer and said,
" Let's find out, you and me on
Saturday ni g ht. How about din·
nerin the Newly Remodeled Cam·
pus Dining Faci lity and dancing
a t Thri Ilogy downtown?"
"Yes! I scream ed!"
Thinking to myself, I am finally
going to fi nd out what Pat's sex
really is. For the past fo ur years,
my frien ds and [h ave been watch·
ing with wondering eye and wait·
ing to discover the tru th behmd
the mfamous )C U Pat.
Saturday evening fi nally rolled
around and l sat qUJetly waiting
for Pat under courtesy phone lo-

I was so close

Pat waiting for CN reporter Chris Asexual prior to their night on
the town.
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SWAY SHARES A SECRET

HOW NEIGHBORLY

Sabrina the Teenage Witch
Guest Reporter

When university president Rev.
).j. Sway, S.j. first arrived at John
Carro(], he decided to play a little
joke.
It wasn't until now, right be·
fore the door hits him on the way
o u t, that he lets the rest of us in o n
his joke.
When Sway arrived at jCU,
Frederique Travador was the aca·
demic vice principal.
But Sway knew Travador was
doing a great job, so he promoted
him- to university provolone.
Nobody was quite sure what a
provolone was, but they figured 11
was really important, and that
Sway mu s t have heard of ita lot on
the East Coast.
Well, it turns out Sway played
us a 11 for foo ls.
"Heh, heh . Provolone IS
cheese," Sway said. "But I knew
none of you would ge t it. You're
not exactly the brightest bulbs in
the chandelie r."
When Travador found o ut that
he was made a mockery of by Sway,
he said, "That jerk! I knew he was

University
provolone
Frederique Travador found
out that he is more than a big
hunk of cheese.

President Rev. J.J. Sway,
S.J. played a big joke on his
second-in-command. "It was
hilarious," he said.

up to something'
Every time he walked by me he
would sniff me."
Travador asked the Board of
Trustees to change his title to something that is not a dairy product,
but they said that Sway is still the
president and he would have to
decide.
When Travador asked Sway,
Sway issued th e following public
statement: "Frederique Travador
is more than a big hunk of cheese.

ow instead of just calling him
'provolone,' we will call him 'garhe bread with provolone cheese."'
Students seem plea ed with
Sway's decision.
"I think thi s really upholds ou r
values as the jesuit Un iversity in
Cleveland," aid freshman Tim
Taylor.
Sway said tha t he couldn 't take
all of the credit for the joke. "(owe
a lot of it to my special assistant,
Smithers."

A UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS RESIDENT GIVES AN UNDERAGE
)CU STUDENT THE GIFT OF BEER. "THOSE COPS ARE EVERY·
WHERE!" HE SAID. "''M jUST DO! G MY PART TO HELP THE
KIDS DRINK." MAYOR OF UNIVERSITY HILLS, BARREL
ROCHESTER, SAID, ''I'M GLAD TO SEE Tl IE NEIGHBORS
REACBING OUT TO HELPTI!E KIDS DRINK. OW MAYBE
THEY'LL STOP PARKING t THE S'l REETS."

Universi1y replaces all campus computers
Early model Apples found at grade school sale
Donna Martin
Technology Reporter

John Carroll University has pur·
chased 200 computers for the cam·
pus' computer labs. They are used
Macin tosh Plus computers that were
made in 1985 and 1986.

.finally

rized in CO 200: unibrow-defi ·
nitely a mal e, but Pat didn't have
a unibro;,.., ; sho rt hai r-possible
male or female, Pat has s hort h a ir;
extended frontal area-defini te ly fe·
male or extremely obese male, Pat
looks a little extended, bu t lots
of gi rls are p retty flat. I was at
a comp lete Loss. l wondered if
to
I would ever find ou t just exactly what secrets Pat was hid ing behind all that polyester.
As we drove in sile nce to·
ward downtown, thou g ht
four about just asking, bu t I had
heard Pat was a little touchy
on the subject of sexual orienof
tation. I was so d ose to uncov·
eri ng the truth that I co uldn ' t
let anything ruin what four
years of stalking had finally
given me ... a nightoutwith Pat!
Dancing went well, Pat
danced with such ease. At o ne
point, I knew for sure It was a
down, Pat loo ked as questionable sh e, but th en I noticed a ll sorts of
topless men in cages dancing with
as ever.
I greeted Pa t with a smile and the same ease as Pat. I still h ad
reached ou t to the hand extended absolutely no idea!
Back in Pat's room in the re·
as a peace fu l reminder of what the
night woul d hold. Together we cently resurrected Roadlotsofmen
walked arm and arm into the dormitory, we started to get a little
Newly Remodeled Ca mpus Din- friendlier and 1 could hard ly coningFacility anxiously awa iting the tain my excitement. This was the
moment I had waited four yea rs
New ly Installed Tofu Bar.
Throughclut dinner I stared in · for.
Not more then five minutes
tently into Pat's eyes looking for
some sort of clue a> to what was later we stood facing each other
hiding behind those non -de~c ript with nothtng on but socks. This
was the moment of truth . I was
articles of clothing.
Silently, l ran down the list of shocked to discover that Pat was a
continued on page 5
sexual differences I had memo-

cation number tw o. Suddenly
from out of the Student Council
office, Pat sauntered into my view.
With nothin g on but tight, polyes·
ter, tan, elastic wa s ted pants and
wild west, long sleeved button

This 1986 Macintosh computer only has a sixinch screen, but the black and green monitor makes
things easier on your eyes. It has full capabilities for
a floppy diskso you can save your work.

ste
School in Cleveland. "We were h aving a garage sa le to sell all of ou r old
crap," said Sr. Pina Colada, princi·
pal. " I was so surprised that some·
o ne wo uld actually buy those an·
cient computers. They're about as
high-tech as an abacus."
University Technology Director
John lbet said that the purchase was
a steal. "We only had to pay SO cents
each! And we traded in all those
new computers we bought before,"
!bet said .
The Macintosh Plus computers
have several distinct features. It has

a five by seven i nch screen with "eye
se n si tive " black and green colors. It
also has a disk dri ve that people can
use to save their work. The comput·
ers feature seve ra l programs: Typ·
ing, Oregon Trail a nd Typing Tutor.
The computers d on't ev('n nt'ed a

The Carroll News
'l'hanaa S. 0 'Konowitz
B:ii.tor-in-Olief

This
!bet also .said that the Internet
and e-mail will no longer be avail·
ab le on the computers .
In addition to the new comput·
ers, the university has also purchased
several dot matrix printers to go with
them.
Students are really excited about
the new computers.
"I think it's great that the new
computers have the eye sensitive
colors," said senior Ginger Spice.
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The Trendy Typists·

uncovering the truth
that I couldn't let

Need you're end-of--the semester paper typed?

anything ruin what
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Call the Trendie Typists!

stalking had finally

Copy

given me . .. a night
out with Pat!
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Were fast.
We're acurrate.
We don't make
many misstakes!
And ... we're trendy!
(you'll love our latest outfits!)

:
Call Todd or Tammie ,
I
your Trendee Typiist
only $looper typed line!
:
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Some, like, dayorsorrething

New varsity sports added
Juggling and Euchre to receive major funding
Shifty Sam
Krust the Klown
~es,denl tools
Juggli ng and euchre will become john Carroll University's
next varstty sports, according to
what a high-ranking sou rce in the
athletic departemenl told

The nice weather has allowed these two members of the new jCU
juggling team to practice outside on the quad. A lot is expected of the
juggling and euchre teams, which wtl! start Division Ill competition
next year with the help of practice facilities that are being built to
replace the jesuit mansion.

should be from the clown college
down by the Ohio River," Jeremy
continued . "But jeremy believes
that jeremy and jeremy's teammate~ can kick their ass. Jeremy
has complete confidence in Jeremy and the rest of the Blue
Streaks."
The Carroll News.
As for euchre, JCU
On the cond ilion that "Jeremy believes that Jeremy
is looking tough. The
{s)he remain nameless,
game originated bethe CN's source revea led and Jeremy's teammates can
tween Ohio State and
that the deciston will be
Michigan football fans,
so obviously jCU will
announced next week at kick their ass. ,
a p ress conference in the
be good, coach Woody
Schembechler sa td.
Blue and Gold Room.
JCU juggling stud Jeremy Jeffries
"We have the best of
Tony DiCaprio, JCU
the best," he said. "The
athletic director, would
saws to small children in the air. competition better look out." One
not comment on the subject.
Campus secu rity; Univ ersity We need to be strong, both men- of jCU's better players, Christi ne
Lame-Duck President, the Rev. tally and physically. We ' re ju~t Seagull, is itching at the chance to
jack) . Shay; Uniwrsity Provolone, going to take it one day at a time take on some of the country's best.
Other clubs on campus are not
Frederiq ue Travidor; and Shay's and hopefu ll y we'll do all right.
special helper, Daffy Zapper, also I'm just counting on each guy do- happy with the move, however.
ing his best. That's all wecanask."
Rugby and ice hockey, specifica lly,
all had no comment .
junior je remy ]effriessaid he is hav e led the opposition's charge.
What a surprise. They never
anx ious to begin competing a t the
" ! don't understand how jugcomment.
· In light of the rumors, the teams va rsi ty level. " jeremy wants his gling and euchre are varsity sports
have begun to tra in strenuously. varsi ty letter, and Jeremy is going and we' re not," one hockey player
said . "Now we'll never get in The
Juggling te am coach Bozo to get it," Jeremy said.
"Our biggest com p et iti on Carroll News."
Bluharsky has had his squad up

Superfan behind JCU gambling
Big Gay Al
Big Gay Al's Sig Gay Animal Shelter

For three john Carroll University football players, the love of the game just wasn't
eno ugh.
The players reportedly missed blocks
and slummed tackles on purpose after being paid off by Superfan, according to JCU
head footba\l coach lony DiCaprio. lhe

and in the weight room at 6 a.m.
Their workouts consist of heavy
lifting, because they have to throw
things in the air, he sa id .
"juggling is no joke," the second-year head coach said. "We
toss everything from eggs to chain

just couldn't understand why they would
always beat us by 40."
It is understood t hat Super fan was willing to give the players such a great amo unt
o f money beca use of the incred ible betting
circuit Las Vega s has for unknown Division
Ill athletics.
The players will be reprimanded by their
RA, and may suffer punishments as severe

trio m e t with . upcrfan fn.'<"]UL'nlly at college

as hil ving tos<.~ rv e c nn1 n1 un rty s e rvice in th e

bars, where the 49-year-old University
Heights nut likes to spend his weekends.
Superfan made offers to the students in
excess of $100 BILLION DOLLARS, asking
only that they make sure the Blue Streaks
wou ld never beat Mount Unio n on the gridiron.
"This makes a lot of things a lot clea rer,"
DiCaprio said. "[twas always obvious to
me that we had more talent than Mount. I

Residence Life Office.
The story evidently leaked when a JCU
football assistant coach overheard Superfan
bragging to a college freshman at Quinn's
about the actions.
"He kept telling this girl that he was
responsible for the dominance of Mount
Union over the years," the coach said. "She
tried to ignore him but it was difficult when
he kissed her on the lips."

The Super
Bowl:
sometime
next year

By the numbers?
Stats that do1t 't shoJV up i1t the 6ox scou

0:

Number of OAC opponents London
Fletcher this year did not cc:npletelyrrop
up and wipe their rare. ins all over Wa.srrer

109 : AA"ount of bricks it took top.~t
together JCU tight end Tern Koltz's upper
b::dy.

2

y

ACROSS
1 AFL merger org.
4 "M" director
8 Swampy
area
12 Ninny
13 Organ SlOp
14 Pakistan's
language
15 Leaves in
a huff
17 Their jobs
are on
the line
18 Awarded,
ala 'The
Lo~ry"

19 Piercing
tool
21 Raw rock
22 Sans
elevator
26 Barges
29 Send immediately
30 lnsepacable
31 Beeper?
32 Dale's
mister
33 Radar
image
34 Lord
Byron's
daughter
35 Trousers
part
36 Umpire's
place

37 Cameo role
39 Enemy
40 Have bills
41 Originator
of"hot
wings"?
45 Hirt !til
48 Go proudly
50 October
rock
51 Safe from
the stonn
52 Onemillion
53 Ray type
54 Santa's
paperwork
55 Oroville,
e.g.
DOWN
· I Cornfield
commentary

2 'The wolf
-the door"
3 1952 Olympies site
4 Nonmedalists
5 Residence
6--Thm
(road sign)
7 Vacation
location
8 Subdue
9 Coffee
vessel
tO Combine
II Astronaut

Grissom
16 Recogni.zed
20Grow
larger
23 Caffeineladen nul
24 Fool or
pound
25 LePew of
canoons
26 "Pygmalion"
penner
27 Last few
notes
28 Verbal
29 Navigation
ltindrance
32 Opposite
of "cance lI at ion,.
33 Baa
35 Depressed
36 Veto type
38 Eucalyptus
eater
39 'The X--"
42 lncursion
43 Radius
neighbor
44 Verbal
attack

45 Exemplar
of patience
46 Gibbon
47 Cistern
49 Son-in-law
ofMohammed

Happy Horoscopes
by Ricky Schroeder
Aries (March 21 to April19)
Quit m1~sing yo ur co mm itments . Are you ~tuptd? If you say you're go nna do something, then do it! one of
I his blowing off crap. And quit being such a c ry baby over ltttle th tngs. If you insist on being a cry baby, at least cry
about something that to a little worthwhile.

Taurus (April20 to May 20)
You"re a jerk to a friend or ltwed one this week. 'o surpri>e th!'rc. But it will upset you a lot. Get over it, because
it's your own damn fault' Otherwise, your week should be peachy. EnJOY leisu re activities ... that's one thing you're
actually good at.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
Your life is >o boring thai I want to puke all over you . Did you ever think of plannmg to do something? I d,m't
know . . . take a tnp, go out to a movie, have fun. Basically, get a life! Of course, •t>u'll make a big friggtn ' deal about
how much money it will cost. l say, "Shut up."

Cancer (June 21 to July 22)
That one annoying friend of yours is going to be excess1vclv annoyi ng this week Quit being so timid. Just tell
him that you really hate him' And quit being such a pesstmist "Woe 1s me. My life is so tough" Grow up'

Leo (July 23 to August 22)
Wow, you actual ly came to an agreement with someone th is week. Wt• both know that is a first for you, so enJO)'
it while it lasts-because we know it won't last long. Your week might be pretty happy, don't wreck tt like you a lways
do!

Virgo (August 23 to September 22)
You are the most wasteful person on earth. Do you really think money grows on trees? It doe n' t. And you're
no t too smart e ither. So take my advice: quit spending so mllch money on stupid things It's n good week to be
advent urous. l know you won't take advantage of it, though.

Libra (September 23 to October 22)
As usual, you get mad about someth ing, let it bu ild inside, and yo u ta ke tt out on everyone else without telltng
them what your problem is. !like to call that being in the second grade . Maybe you should learn to tell people why
you are so irritable, instead of throwing a his y fit. Enjoy your weekend, if you ar n't having a temper tantrum.

Scorpio (October 23 to November 21)
Well, you and your loved one are about to hit the skids. It's been a nice ride, but let's fa ce it: it's over. Don't prolong
the inevitable as you like to do, just end it. Have one of your cutesy heart-to-heart talks. But try to walk away with
a clean break and none of this "We're just going to kind of date, and not date all the way." just break up you moron.

Sagittarius (November 22 to December 21)
You reach an all- time moodiness high this week. Cong ratu lations. You are just being an all-around jerk. Also,
you are making the wrong choice ina ma1ordecision this week. Nothingnew,sinceyou are so egotistical. But maybe
you should stop and think before you act. Then, maybe you'll realize that you are forgetting an important option.

Capricorn (December 22 to January 19)

enthe

Aquarius (january 20 to February 18)

v.ee.l<:before all'dtchl:ry a JCUwrestler .

15 : Average number of times Tony
Affatatobmgs his h=adagainst the wall to
rrotivate hi!rself before e3Ch footl:all garre.

39 :

Amount of students who are
awareJCUhasasoft:J:::all team.

41 :

Number of times Jim Wideikis
has pounded his baseball bat against the
te:td of q;p:JSin;r pitchers this seasoo ( f igu~. )

83 :

Nwl1ber of spring sport games
and matches cancelled due to crappy

912:

You make a really stupid move thi s week. You are basica ll y bei ng a fool and yo u get caught. You can ktss your
precious reputation goodbye. It will be gone. But don't be too hard on your~elf when you mess up big time. Try
to learn from your mistakes ... don't be an idiot.

3 518 :

Quit working so hard. Blah, blah, blah ... Work, work, work. There is more to life than a job and stress. You are
no fun. You are a stick in the mud. All you do is work. Maybe you should slow down or take a break. You aren't
that important to the world that you can't rest for a day.

Howmanymorepeoplego to
see the Greek Week Lip Synch than any
Blue Stre::lksportin;revent.
1
Nuitler of stuc'e1ts at John
Carroll who are dumber than JCU women's
basketl:all player Erin Biehle, ...m is he3d3:l.
to dental school after graduating in three
yrers with a 3 . 9 grade point average .

1, 000,000:

Cbllarsitl..ould
takeKenyVolknenn to quit his job as JOJ' s
wrest ling coach and become the manager
of New World Order ring star Hollywood
Hogan

BIG SPORTS

Ex-president, Jesuits
Set land speed record
for departure from a
campus. Also, broke
the school mark for
number of trips overseas in a single year.
However, never knew
school colors (not all
black) .

SCANDAL
Continued from page 1

la::k Wu

CROSSWORD!!

7

Quit trying to take care of every one else's problems. They may not r ally want your help at all, even though you
think it is just so inva luable. Anyways, all of your frie nds arre we1rd, ancl trwy alwa ys mak" a bi l', d e,, I out L>f no th1n ~

Field

1\eatle:.

Geoff Sizeplankwalk
Really Tall, Basketball
This guy doen't even
go here anymore. He
just paid off our staff to
get his picture in The
Carroll News.

THE LAST PAGE
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Happy birthday to our
editor-in-chief
From all your pals at the CN

April13, 1998

really had a bright future with his
team. It 's a shame he also had to
be a raging pervert."
The fou rth-year coac h will
probably not be arrainged on
charges of malicious intent, as was
previously thought. He is expected to be conv icted of sexua l
harassment and breaking and entering.
The camera that was install ed
will be held for evidence once the
hearings beg in next month.
The coach evidently was ab le
to put in the recording device by
crawling through a ven tilati on
shaft that began in the squash
courts, which have not been used
for any ath letic purposes since
1968.
"I fee l real uneasy knowing tha t
he was o nce trusted a t this school,"
said a female varsity athle te. "But
hey, 1 have the body to expect that
sort of treatment."

Pisces (February 19 to March 20)

In case you're not
the coldest beer in

the fridge • • •
April Fool's!

The Carroll News
APRIL FCOL' S EXTRAVAGANZA
Tan 0' Konowitz
EJ::li.tor-in-Chief

Meagan Lynch
Managing Editor

Cberie Skoczen
Business Manager
~T.Noll
Advisor
'!he articles, opinicns an:l ideas expressed in
the April Fools Extravaganza Cb not recessarily

reflect theopinicns of JdnCarroll Uri.versit:y' s
a:'ininistraticn, facult:yors\:l.rl31t5. Infoct, !:ley
Cbnoteven reflect reality. We just nade it up,
cause we thought it was funny. Only those
s tuc'e1ts lis ted in this staff l::ox should 1:e held
responsible for any grievances that you rey
havewith this special issue.
'!he int:a"lt.of this issue is rot tooffa"rl, b.lt to
takea lighterlookat.X.Ulife. callitaspoof .

PAGES ONE THROUGH SEVEN OF THE
IT'S NOT
CARROLL NEWS ARE A JOKE.
REAL. PARKING STILL SUCKS.

contributing Reporters :
Brian Murphy
Erin 0 'Donnell
Mark Boleky
Maria Trivisonno
Copy Editor:
Liz Whiteman
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New varsity sports added

CROSSWORD!!

Juggling and Euchre to receive major funding
Shifty Sam
Kru~ the Klown
Res1den1 tools

juggling and euchre will become j hn Carroll University ' s
next varsity sports, accordtng to
what a high-ranking source in the
athleticdepartement told

The Carroll News .

and in the weight room at 6 a.m .
Their workouts consist of heavy
lifting, because they have to throw
things in the air, he said.
"jugghng is no joke," the second-year head coach sa id . "We
toss everythin g from eggs to chain

should be from the clown college
dow n by the Ohio River," jeremy
continued . "But jeremy believes
that Jeremy and jeremy's teammates can kick the ir ass." jeremy
has complete confidence in jeremy and the rest of the Blue
Streaks."
As for euchre, JCU
is looking tough. The
game originated between Ohio State and
Michigan football fans,
so obviously jCU will
be good, coach Woody
Schembechler said.
JCU juggling stud Jerem y Jeffries
"We have the best of
the b est," he sa1d. "The
saws to small chi ldren in the air. competi tio n better look out." One
We need to be strong, both men- of jCU's better players, Christine
tally and physically. We're just Seagull, is itching at the chance to
going to take it one day at a time take on some of the country's best.
and hopefully we' ll do all right.
O ther clubs o n campus are not
I'm just counting on each guy do- happy with the move, however.
ing his best. That'sallwecanask."
Rugby a nd ice hockey, specifically,
juni or Jeremy Jeffries sa id he is have led the opposition's charge.
anxious to begin competing at the
" I don't understand how jugva rsity level. "Jeremy wants his gling and euchre are varsity sports
varsity letter, and Je remy is going and we're not," one hockey p layer
to get it," jeremy said.
said. "Now we'll never get in The
"Our biggest competi ti on Carroll News. "

I

"Jeremy believes that Jeremy

On the condition th at
(s)he remain nameless,
the CN's source revealed
that the decision will be
announced next week at
a press conference in the
Blue and Gold Room
Tony DiCaprio, )CU
athletic d1rector, would
not comment on the su bject.
Campus securit y; University
Lame-Duck President, th e Rev.
jack]. Sh ay; University Provolone,
Frederique Travidor; and Shay's
special helper, Daffy Zapper, also
all had no comment.
What a surprise. They never
comment.
· In light of the rumors, the teams
have begun to train strenuously.
juggling team coach Bozo
Bluharsky has had his squad up

and Jeremy's teammates can
kick their ass. "

The nice weather has allowed these two members of the new JCU
juggling team to practice outside on the quad . A lot is expected of the
juggling and euchre teams, which will start Division 111 competition
next year with the help of practice facilities that arc being built to
replace the jesuit mansion.

Superfan behind JCU gambling
For three John Carroll University football players, the love ofthe game just wasn't
enough.
The pia yers reported) y missed blocks
and slummed tackles on purpose after being paid off by Superfan, according to jCU
head football coach Tony DiCaprio. The

just co uldn't understand why they would
always beat us by 40."
It is understood that Superfan was willing to give the players such a great amoun t
of m oney beca use of the incredible betting
circuit Las Vegas has for unknown Division
Ill athletics.
The players will be reprimanded by their
RA, and may suffer punishments as severe

trio m~:t w1t 1"Superfan frequ e ntly al co11cg(.'

ash a vingto :;,crvecommunityserviceul t c

bars, where the 49-year-old Univers ity
Heights nut likes to spend his weekends.
Superfan made offers to the students in
excess of $100 Bl LLION DOLLARS, asking
only that they make s ure the Blue Streaks
would never beat Mount Union on the gridiron.
"This makes a lot of things a lot clearer,"
DiCaprio said. "It was always obvious to
me that we had more talent than Mount. I

Res idence Life Office.
The story evidently leaked when a JCU
football assistant coach overheard Superfan
bragging to a college freshman at Quinn's
about the actions.
"He kept telling this girl that he was
responsible for the dominance of Mount
Union over the years," the coach said. "She
tried to ignore him but it was difficult when
he kissed her on the lips."

Big Gay Al _ _
Big Gay Al's Big Gay Animal Shelter

The Super
BoWl:

sometime
next year

By the numbers?
Sta.ts tlta.t do11 't shoN
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109: l'm:1cmt of bricks it took top.1t

Number of OAC opponents London
Fletcher this year did not carpletely rrop
up and wipe their re!lains all aver Wa.srrer
Fle1d.
<:>
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the 6ox scou

together JCU tight end Tom Koltz's upper
l:x:cy.

7 51 : How rrany replies Coach Mike
rren' s l:asketball e-mrils.

15 : Average nwnber of times Tony
Affatatobm;:Js his headagainst the ,ell to
rrotivate hirrselfl:::eforeeach football garre.

39 :

Amount of students who are
awareJCU has a softball team.

41:

Number of times JimWideikis
has pounded his baseball bat against the
head of q;:pos:irg pi tm=rs this SffiSCX1 ( f igunri.\ely.)

83:

Numberofspringsportgames
and matches cancelled due to crappy

I Cornfield
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2 'The wolf
-the door"
3 1?52 ~lymplCS Site

4 Non-
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5 Residence
6--Turn
(road sign)
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ll Astronaut
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by" Ricky Schroeder
Aries (March 21 to April19)
Quit missing your commitmen t . Are you stupid? If yo u say you're gonna do something, then do it! Non~ of
this blowing off crap. And quit being such a cry baby over little things. If yo u insist on being a cry baby, at least cry
about something that is a little worthwhile.

Taurus (April 20 to May 20)
You 're a Jerk to a fnend or Jo, ed one this week. No surprise there. But it will upset you a lot. Get over it, because
it's yo u r own damn fault! O therwise, your week should be peachy. Enjoy leisure activities ... that's one thing you're
actuall y good at.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20)
Your life is so boring that I want to puke all over you. Did you CI'Cr think of planntng to do something? I don' t
know ... take a trip, go out to a movie, have fun Basically, get a life! Of course, you'll make a big friggtn' deal about
how much money it will cost. I say, "Shut up. "

Cancer (June 21 to July 22)
That one annoymg friend of yours is going to be excessively annoying this week. Quit bemg so t1mid. just tell
him that you really hate him! And quit being such a pess1m1st. "Woe b m~. My life is so tough." Grow up!

Leo (July 23 to August 22)
Wow, you actually came to an agreement with someone this week. We both know that is a first for you, o enjoy
it while it lasts-because we know it won't last long. Your week might be pretty happy, don'twreck it like you alway ·
do!

Virgo (August 23 to September 22)
You are the mos t wasteful person on earth. Do you rea ll y thtn k money grows on trees? It doesn' t. And you ' re
not too smart either. So take my adv1ce: quit spending so much money on stupid things. It's il good week to be
adventurous. l know you won't take advantage of it, thou gh .

Libra (September 23 to October 22)
As usual, you get mad about something, let it build inside, and you take it out on everyone else without telling
them what your problem is . !like to call that being in the second grade. Maybe you should learn to tell people why
you are so irritable, instead of throwing a hissy fit. Enjoy your weekend, if you aren't having a temper tantrum.

Scorpio (October 23 to November 21)
Well, you and your loved one are about to hit the skids. It 's been a nice ride, but let's face it: it's over. Don ' t prolong
the inevitable as you like to do, just end it. Have one of your cutesy heart-to-heart talks. But try to walk away with
a dean break and non e of this "We're just going to kind of date, and not date all the way." Just break up you moron .

Sagittarius (November 22 to December 21)
You reach an all-time moodiness high this week. Congratulations. You are just being an all-around jerk. Also,
you are making the wrong choice in a major decision this week. Nothing new, since you are so egotistica I. But maybe
you should stop and think before you act. Then, maybe you'll realize that you are forgetting an important option.

Capricorn (December 22 to January 19)
Qu it trying to take care o f everyone e lse's problems. They may not really want your help at all, even though you
think itisjust so invaluable. Anyways, a \1 o f your friend s a rre w eird, ond th<'y alw ays make a big de"\ o ut o l m>thm )!..

3 518 :

1
Nult:er of sb..d:nts at John
Carroll who are clumber than JCU women's
J:asketball player &in Bi61le, WD is~
to dental school after graduating in three
:years with a 3 . 9 grader:oint average .

1, 000, 000:

Collars itw:llid
takeKerryVoll<!!ann to quithis jobasJCU' s
wrestling coach and become the manager
of New World Order ring star Hollywood
Hogan

Continued from page 1

turnirg 21!

Happy birthday to our

editor-in-chief
April

Aquarius (january 20 to February 18)

Quit working so hard. Blah, blah, blah .. .Work, work, work. There is more to life than a job and stress. You are
no fun. You are a stick in the mud. All you do is work. Maybe you should slow down or take a break. You aren't
that important to the world that you can't rest for a day.

SCANDAL

From all your pals at the CN

DOWN

Grissom
16 Recognized
20 Grow
larger
23 Caffeineladen nut
24 Foot or
pound
25 LePew of
cartoons
26 "Pygmal ion"
penner
27 Last few
notes
28 Verbal
29 Navigation
hindrance
32 Opposite
of "cancelIat ion"
33 Baa
35 Depressed
36 Veto type
38 Eucalyptus
eater
39 The X
42 Incursion
43 Radius
neighbor
44 Verbal
attack
45 Exemplar
of patience
46Gibbon
47 Cistern
49 Son-in-law
of Mohammed

You make a really stupid move this week. You are basically be•ng a fool and you get caught. You can kiss your
precious reputation goodbye. It will be gone. But don't be too hard on yourself when you mess up big time . Try
to learn from your mistakes ... don't be an idiot.

How many more people go to
see the Greek Week Lip Synch than any
Blue Streaksport:irq event.

BIG SPORTS

vm·'s

area
12 Ninny
13 Organ stop
14 Pakistan's
language
15 Leaves in
a huff
17 Their jobs
are on
the line
18 Awarded ,
a Ja 'The
Lonery"
19 Piercing
tool
21 Raw rock
22 Sans
elevator
26 Barges
29 Send immediately
30 lnseparable
31 Beeper?
32 Dale's
mister
33 Radar
image
34 Lord
Byron's
daughter
35 Trousers
pan
36 Umpire's
place

37 Cameo role
39 Enemy
40 Have bills
41 Originator
of "hot
wings"?
45 Hirt h.it
48 Go proudly
50 October
rock
51 Safe from
the stonn
52 Onemillion
53 Ray type
54 Santa's
paperwork
55 Oroville,
e.g.

Happy Horoscopes

912 :

Ex-president, Jesuits
Set land speed record
for departure from a
campus. Also, broke
the school mark for
number of trips overseas in a single year.
However, never knew
school colors (not all
black).

Ia.:k

I

ACROSS
I AFLmerger org.
4 "M" director
8 Swampy

7

en the

week before a match by a JCU wrestler.

weat:rer.

Geoff Sizeplankwalk
Really Tall, Basketball
This guy doen't even
go here anymore. He
just paid off our staff to
get his picture in The
Carroll News.

ih

THE LAST PAGE
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really had a bright future with his
team. It's a shame he also had to
be a raging p ervert."
The fourth-year coach will
probably not be arrainged on
ch arges of malicious intent, as was
previously thought. He is expected to be convicted of sexual
harassment and breaking and entering.
The camera that was installed
will be held for evidence once the
hearings begin next month.
The coach evidently w as able
to put in the record ing device by
crawling through a ventilati on
shaft that began in the quash
courts, which have not been used
for any athletic purposes since
1968.
" I feel real uneasy knowing that
hew as once trusted at this school,"
said a female varsity athlete. "But
hey, l have the body to expect that
sort of treatment."

Pisces (February 19 to March 20)

In case you're not
the·coldest beer in

the fridge • • •
llpril Fool's!
PAGES ONE THROUGH SEVEN OF THE
IT'S NOT
CARROLL NEWS ARE A JOKE.
REAL. PARKING STILL SUCKS.

The Carroll News
APRIL FCOL

I

s EXTRAVAGANZA

Tom 0 1Konowitz

Rli.to.r-in-arief
Meagan Lynch
Managing Editor

Olerle Sk:oczan
Business Manager

Rci:lert T. N::lll
Advisor
'The articles, cpini<rlS an::! id3as expresse:i in
t:OO;>pril Fools Extravaganza d::>notnecessarily
refled: t:recpinicns of JcmCarroll UU.versity' s
<rlninistraticn, facultyorstl.rlnts. l'nf.act, trey
oonot even reflect reality. We justrrade it up,
cause we thought it was funny. Only those
sb..d:nts liste:l in this staff l:xlx sOOuldl:::e held
responsible for any grievances that you may
havewith this special issue.
'!he inte1tof this issue is rot tooffen:l, rut to
take a light& look.atJCUlife. Call it asp:JOf.

contri.butinq Reporters:
Brian Murphy
Erin 0' Donnell
Mark Boleky
Maria Trivisonno
Copy Editor:
Liz Whiteman
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Track fifth at OAC relays
Brian Murph.;__ _ __
Sports Editor

-

At the Ohio Athletic Confer·
enc"' Relays this past Saturday at
Wasmer Field, both the john
Carroll University men's and
women'strack and field teamsfmished fifth among the eight team
field.
JCU interim head coach Dick
Mann's men's team has been powered by the relay teams all season,
and Saturday's meet was no different.
The 4 x 400 meter relay team of
juniors Eric Balish and Steve
Spenthoff, sophomore Jon
Hoellein and freshman Scott Herald notched the Blue Streaks' lone
first-place finish with a time of 3
minutes, 24.20 seconds. Spenthoff
came from behind as the anchor to
obtain the victory.
The 4 x 200 meter relay team of

Balish, Spenthoff, Herald and
sophomore Jeff Proy garnered a
second-place finish. The triple
jump team of junior john
O'Donoghue, freshman Mark
Bittenbender and sophomore Andrew Waide a lso took second
place. Senior Malt Lemieux's firstplace finish in the pole vau lt helped
JCU to a third-place finish overall
in the event.
Women's head coach Kathy
Lanese saw her long jumpers lead
the charge as they shared a second-place finish. JCU took third
in the discus behind junior Kelly
Baracz, and third in the 10,000
meter run behind sophomore
M o lly Mayer and freshman
Francesca Brunello.
Both teams will travel to the
University of the South in
Sewanee, Tenn., for the Laure.)
Wood Relays on Saturday.

Steve Spenthoff
Junior, Track & Field
Came from behind as
the anchor to give JCU
a first-place finish in
the 4 x 400 meter race
at the OAC Relays at
Wasmer Field Saturday. The men's team
finished fifth at the

-

Jim Wideikis
Junior, Baseball
Phenomenal
week,
batting 10-for-13 in
leading team to three
wins in four games.
Also scored eight runs
with nine RBI and two
home runs.
Leads
team in hitting (.568),
RBI (26), and HRs (6).

Women win OAC tennis opener;
fall to non-conference foe
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter

Entering regular season play,
the John Carroll University
women's tennis team has been
forced to face an extremely unpredictable foe- El Nino.
The erratic weather changes
that have been blamed on the tropical current brought snow and 20
degree weather causing the team's
first two matches to be canceled
two weeks ago.
Then, th is past Saturday, th e
Blue Streaks opened OhioAthlehc
Conference competition against
Muskingum in New Concord ,
Ohio, amidst 30-40 mile per hour
winds .
"It took a lot of concentration
to play in that kind of wind," sa id
head coach Toby Perry. "The wind
could turn a good shot into a bad
shot or abad shot into a good shot.
It was an equalizer.
"The gi rls would go to hit a ball
and it wouldn ' t be there," he
added.
Nevertheless, john Carroll

up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

791-1365

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

emerged victorious, defeating the
Fighting Muskies, 8-1.
Highlighting the match was the
doubles victory of sophomores
Amy and Karen Ri zzu to . The
squad played its best doubles of
the season, according to Perry, en
route to defeating Muskingum's
top doubles squad in three sets.
"Doubles are our weak point,"
said Amy Rizzuto, "but the things
that we worked on in practice fi nally s tarted to work."
"We just hung in there," said
Karen Rizzuto. " When we were
hitting against the wind, we could
swing with all our might and the
ball wouldn't carry out."
Karen Rizz uto also won in
singles, competing in the No .2
slot. Perry also praised the play of
No. 4 pl ayer, fres hman M a rla
Marino, who managed to come
back from a first set Joss to earn a
point for John Carroll.
"It's really tough to lose a fi rst
set and hang in there and win the
next two, but Marino did a commendable job," said Perry.

Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

The jo hn Carroll University
men's tennis team faced tougher
competition from Mother Nature
than its opponent last Saturday.
Passing rain showers through out
the day cut short the match against
Muskingum, which the Blue
rr Shs b: ·
f'g • >
'Q
"The wind really affected the
way we approached our matches,
a nd we were forced to alter our
shot-making," sophomore Mike
Kovacs said of the conditions in
JCU's conference opener. "The
wind and the occasional showers
mad e it the toughest conditions
that I have ever encountered. "
Familiar faces led the Blue
Streak charge, as five of the top six
seeds all defea ted their counterparts in straight sets. No. 1 seeded
Kovacs earned his third victory of
the season, despite struggling to
victory in the second set, 7-5.
"I played very s_olid in the first
set, but I slipped a little in the

second set and my oppo nen t
turned up his game," the reigning
No.1 sing les Ohio Athletic Conference champion said. "Overall,
factoring in the conditions, l was
really pleased with my perfor-

mance."
The third, fourth, fifth and s ixth
seeds for JCU also overcame the
zl I • 1 •Ueu euaelltfs :m mceJ
conquered their opponents. The
trio including the fourth, fifth and
sixth seeds surrendered a total of
just five games. Justin Hill continued to shine, this week playing in
the No. 5 position . Hill battled
through th e wind and rain, winning in stra ight sets, 6-0 and 6-1.
" 1 tried to stay focused and just
block out the conditions," the budding sophomore said. "As a result, I was more relaxed and played
a solid match."
No. 4 seeded junior Bryan
Mohler cruised to a 6-1, 6-0 victory, improving his record to 3-2
for the season.
Not everyone was able to

The Muskingum victory came
in the wake of an 8-1 non-conference loss to Walsh Un iversity earlier in the week.
·
"We really didn't know what to
expect from Walsh," ad m itted
Rizz uto. "They didn 'toverwhelm
us," said Perry. "Thematcheswere
a lot closer than the score reflects. "
"There were a lot of key points,"
said Rizzuto. "You just have to
raise your level on those key
points, but they just didn't go o ur
way.~~

The Blue Streaks' lone point in
the match came from the doubles
squad of freshmen jessica Theis
and Holly Hugh es.
Said Perry, "Walsh is a tough
team. That's why we schedule
th em."
The women hope to carry the
momentum from the victory over
Muskingum into this week as they
face a number of conference foes.
]CU .hosted Hi ram yesterday.
Other matches include a match a t
Otterbein on Friday and
Heidleberg at home on Monday.

wea ther the literal storm. No. 2
seed Mark Ge nt ile was leading in
the third set, and needed just one
point for the vic tory when the officia ls ca11ed off the remainder of
hi s match due to heavier downpours.
None of the three doubles
matches were able to be contested,
asll:c n l::el and rein_"Eon tinued to
wreak havoc. After the completion of on ly five si ngles matches,
play was cancelled a nd the Blue
Streaks were declared 5-0 winners.
Conference play continued yesterday at Hiram, where JCU prevailed last season, 8-1.
Tomorrow, the Blue Streaks hit
the road to face a powerful Walsh
squad. "Walsh has a strong lineup from top to bottom, and will
present a serio us c hallenge,"
Kovacs said.
jCU returns home for action
Saturday afternoon against
Otterbein. Last season, the Blue
. Streaks manbllndled the Cardinals, 9-0, in Westervill e, Ohio.
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TUES. & WED.: $F5 Domestic Bottles
THURS.: $ F5 Domestic Bottles & 15<t Wings

jJ

with DJ Chip spinning the tunes

jJ

FRI.: Senior Class Happu Hour
$1° 0 drafts & free food while it lasts
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In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fairmont Circle

20680 N. Park Blvd. • University Heights • 321 -7272 • www.pizzazzpizza.com
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Men•s tennis takes on weather

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistmen l
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
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Incomparable Pizza & Pasta, Sensational
Salads, .-\ppetiz~rs and Italian Sp~cialties.

HELP WANTED

Court abstractor. Great
FreeT-shirt+ $1000. Credit opportunity. to earn extra
Card fundraisers for income. Be your own boss.
fraternities, sororities & Set your own hours. Be an
groups.
Any campus independent
contract
organization can raise up to gathering court information
$1000 by earning a whopping in surrounding counties for a
$5.00/VISA application. nationaJiy known company.
Calll-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Pay based on productivity.
Qualified callers receive Mail resume to Attn.:
FREET-SHIRT.
Dominic, 14000 Quail
Springs Parkway, Oklahoma
Earn $750 - $1500/week. City, OK 73134.
Raise all the money your
student group needs by Lifeguards and pool
sponsoring
a
VISA managers. All Cleveland
Fundraiser on your campus. counties. . Have fun this
No investment & very little summer and work outside.
time needed. There's no Training is available. Call
obligation, so why not call today. Metropolitan Pools.
for information today. Call 216-741-9451.
1-800-323-8454 ext. 95.
I 00 instructors I counselors
needed. Coed sleepaway
camp. Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania. Good salary I
tips! Call 1-800-422-9842
(www.campcayuga.com).

5

Cedar-Miramar - 1-2
bedroom. Ceiling fans, miniblinds, a/c, heat, fully
carpeted, laundry facilities,
garage. Must see. 464-3300
or 69 I - 1342.

MISCELLANEOUS

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
FOR RENT
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000
For rent. 1280 Cedar Road.
Completely furnished room. Coventry - 1-2 bedroom. ext. A-15365 for current
Bathroom and kitchen Ceiling fa ns , carpet/ listings.
privileges. Parking available. hardwood floors, appliances,
PERSONALS
CaJl GeraJd at 491-0809 or laundry facilities. Heat
321-3987. Leave message. included. Must see. 464Simba · in three seconds,
3300.
could you get me a toilet?
3 bedrooms, I 112 bath.
Walking distance from JCU. 2 bedroom apartment for rent Have a roaring good day.
Call321-533l.
- $650. Appliances, carpet, Love ya. - Nala.
garage. 1 year lease, security
1 & 2 bedroom apts. for rent. deposit. Seniors, grads, staff. To my boot scootin' buddies,
Building located 2 miles No pets I no smoking. Call I love you guys! - CLS
north of JCU at 1414 S. 356-2536.
Hey seniors - only 46 more
Belvoir. $480-$650/month.
Includes: appliances, carpet, Subleaser needed . June- days until graduation!
blinds, water, garage. Can August.. Cleveland Hts. Own Congratulations!! !!
be partially furnished. No bedroom, p,ool table. $2001
pets, no smoking. Seniors, month plus utilities. Contact Happy 21st Birthday Tom!
grads,faculty. Call 291-8458. Mark at 397-5410.
Happy 21st Birthday Sara!

~#67~~~~-Wi

Camp Counselors. For
children with disabilities.
~-Mttstbave strong work ethic
and interested in making a
difference in the life of a
child. Up to $8.00 per hou r,
35 hours per week, 7 sites in
SummitCounty. Mustenjoy
outdoor activities. Call 800CYO-Camp
for
an
application.
Summer Camp Jobs.
Resident and day positions
available. Counselors waterfront - arts and crafts,
etc. June 8- August l, 1998.
Hiram House Camp. 216831-5045. (Chagrin Falls
area).

.J

Construction firm seeks
computer-literate, motivated,
organized individuals for
general office work and
bookkeeping. Please mail
resume to P.O. Box 665,
Newbury, OH 44065.

ClassifiCd ads cost S3.00 for the first ten
words and $.20 for each addibOnal word.
To placeaclassifiCd ad, it must be typed
or handwriuen clearly and legibly and
scnttoordroppedoffaltheCariott News
offiCe with payrrenl. ClassifiCd ads will
1101 run without Jl!">il'l)'ll1C111. Classi fiCds
witt 001 be taken over the phone. T1-c
deadline forctassifiCd ads is noon of the
Monday prior to publication.

For AD Ratts and lnfonnatioo
Business: (2t6) 397-4398
Fax I Dala: (2 16) 397-t729
General Info: (216) 397-1711
Mail liS Ill:

The Carroll News

20700 North Park Boulevard
Univ=ity Heights. OH 441 18
E-mail to the CN at:
CarroiiNews@jc\-axa.jcu.edu
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Track fifth at OAC relays
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

At the Ohio Athletic ConferRe lays this past Saturday at
Wasmer Field, both th e John
Carroll Unive rsity men's and
women's track and field teams finished fifth among the e igh t tea m
field.
JCU interim head coach Dick
Mann's men's team has been powered by the relay teams all season,
and Saturday's meet was no different.
The 4 x 400 meter relay team of
juniors Eric Salish and Steve
Spenthoff, sophomore ]on
Hoellein and freshman Scott Herald notched the Blue Streaks' lon e
first-place fin ish with a time of 3
minutes, 24.20 seconds. Spent hoff
came from behind as the anchor to
obtain the victory.
The 4 x 200 meter relay team of
enr·~

Bali sh, Spenthoff, Herald and
ophomore jeff Proy garnered a
second-place finish. The triple
j ump team of junior John
O'Donoghue, freshman Mark
Bittenbender and sophomore Andrew Waide also took second
place. Senior Matt Lemieux's firstplace finish in the pole vaul t helped
JCU to a third-place finish overall
in the event.
Women's head coach Kathy
Lanese saw her long jumpers lead
the charge as they shared a second-place finish. )CU took third
in the discus behind junior Kelly
Baracz, and third in the 10,000
meter run behind sophomore
Molly Mayer and freshman
Francesca Brunella.
Both teams will travel to the
University of the South in
Sewanee, Tenn ., for the Laure.!
Wood Relays on Saturday.

Steve Spenthoff
Junior, Track & Field
Came from behind as
the anchor to give JCU
a first-place finish in
the 4 x 400 meter race
at the OAC Relays at
Wasmer Field Saturday. The men's team
finished fifth at the

-

Women win OAC tennis opener;
fall to non-conference foe
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter

Entering regular season play,
the John Carroll University
women's tennis team has been
forced to face an extremely unpredictable foe- El Nino.
The erratic weather changes
that have been blamed on the tropical current brought snow and 20
degree weather causing the team's
first two matches to be canceled
two weeks ago.
Then, this past Saturday, the
Blue Streaks opened Ohio Athletic
Conference competition against
Muskingum in New Concord ,
Ohio, amidst 30-40 mile per hour
winds.
"It took a lot of concentration
to play in that kind of wind, " said
head coach Toby Perry. "The wind
could turn a good shot into a bad
shot or a bad shot into a good shot.
It was an equalizer.
"The girls would go to hit a ball
and it wouldn' t be there," he
added.
Nevertheless, john Carroll

emerged victorious, defeating the
Fighting Muskies, 8-1.
Highlighting the match was the
doubles victory of sophomores
Amy and Karen Rizzuto. The
squad played its best doubles of
the season, according to Perry, en
route to defeating Muskingum's
top doubles squad in three sets .
"Doubles are our weak point,"
sa id Amy Rizzuto, " but the things
that we worked on in practice finally started to work."
"We just hung in there," said
Karen Rizzuto. "When we were
hitting against the wind, we could
swing with all our might and the
ball wouldn' t carry out."
Karen Rizzuto also won in
singles, competing in the No .2
slot. Perry also praised the play of
No . 4 player, freshman M arla
Marino, who managed to come
back from a first set loss to earn a
point for John Carroll.
" It's really to ugh to lose a first
set and hang in th ere and win the
next two, but Marino did a commendabl e job," said Perry.

Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

The john Carroll University
men's tennis team faced tougher
competition from Mother Nature
than its o pponent last Saturday.
Passing rain showers through out
th e day cut short the match against
Muskingum, which the Blue

s·

h
"9
;'A
"The wind really affected the
way we approached our matches,
and we were forced to a lt er our
shot-making," sophomore Mike
Kovacs said o f the conditions in
jCU's conference opener. "The
wind and the occasional showers
mad e it the toughest co nditi o ns
that I have ever encountered."
Familiar fa ces led the Blue
Streak charge, as five of the top six
seeds all defea ted their counterparts in straight sets. No . 1 seeded
Kovacs earned his third victory of
the season, des pite strugglin g to
victory in the seco nd set, 7-5.
" I played ve ry s_o lid in the first
set, but I sl ipped a little in the
•h

second set and m y oppo nent
turned up his game," the reigning
No.1 singles Ohio Athletic Conference champion sa id. "Overall,
factoring in the conditions, I was
really pleased with my perforrna nee."
The third, fourth, fifth and sixth
seeds for JCU also overcame the
•A•· a. ·aiwlt:uum:ctrlfstt&a::el

conquered the ir opponen ts. The
trio including the fourth, fifth and
sixth seeds surrendered a total of
just five ga mes . Justin Hill continued to shine, this week playing in
the No. 5 position . Hill battled
through the w ind a nd rain, winning in straight sets, 6-0 and 6-1.
"[ tried to stay focused and just
block out the conditions," the budding so pho more said. "As a result, I was more relaxed and played
a solid match."
No. 4 seeded junior Bryan
Mohler cruised to a 6-1, 6-0 victory, improving his record to 3-2
for the season.
Not everyon e was able to

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
outfrom underwitha
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

791-1 365

ARMY. BEwww
ALL
YOU CAN BE!
.goarmy .com
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The Muskingum victory came
in the wake of an 8-1 non-conference loss to Walsh University earlier in the week.
"We really didn't kn ow what to
expect from Walsh," admitted
Rizzuto. "Theydidn'toverwhelm
us,"saidPerry. "Thematcheswere
a lot closer than the score reflects."
"There were a lot of key points,"
said Rizzuto. "You just have to
raise your level on those key
points, but they just d idn't go our
way."
The Blue Streaks' lone point in
the match came from the doubles
squad of freshmen Jessica Theis
and Holly Hughes.
Said Perry, " Walsh is a tough
team. That's why we schedule
them."
The women hope to carry the
m omentum from the victory over
Muskingum into this week as they
face a number of conference foes.
]CU .hosted Hiram yesterda y.
Other matches include a m atch at
Otterbein on Friday and
Heidleberg at home on Monday.

weather the literal storm. No. 2
seed Mark Ge ntile was leading in
the third set, and needed just one
point for the victory when th e officials called off the remainder of
h is match due to heavier downpours.
None of the th ree doubles
matches were able to be con tested,
ustr:cniz:ela:cdraincontinuedto
wreak havoc. After the completion of on ly five singles matches,
play was cancelled and the Blue
Streaks were declared 5-0 winners.
Conference play continued yesterday at Hiram, where jCU p revailed last season, 8-1.
Tomorrow, the Blue Streaks hit
the road to face a powerful Walsh
squad . "Walsh has a strong lineup from top to bottom, and wi ll
present a ser io us challenge,"
Kovacs said .
JCU returns h ome for action
Saturday afternoon against
Otterbein . Last seas on, the Blue
. Streaks m anbpndled the Cardinals, 9-0, in Westerville, Ohio.
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In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fai rmont Circle
20680N. Park Blvd. • Universily Heights • 321-m2 • www.pizzazzpizza.com

Featuring IIH'Olll(Jarcthlc Pizza & Pasta. Scnsatiunctl
Salads, .\ppctizcn ctnd ltalictn Specialties.
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FreeT-shirt+ $1000. Credit
Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities &
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Calll-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREET-SHIRT.
Earn $750 - $1500/week.
Raise all the money your
student group needs by
sponsoring
a
VISA
Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & very little
time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call
for information today. Call
1-800-323-8454 ext. 95.

Men•s tennis takes on weather

6

Jim Wideikis
Junior, Baseball
Phenomenal
week,
batting 1 0-for-13 in
leading team to three
wins in four games.
Also scored eight runs
with nine RBI and two
home runs.
Leads
team in hitting (.568),
RBI (26), and HRs (6).
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tOO instructors I counselors
needed. Coed sleepaway
camp. Pocono Mountains,
Pennsylvania. Good salary I
tips! Call 1-800-422-9842
(www .campcayuga.com).

=--=·_;;

Court abstractor. Great
opportunity. to earn extra
income. Be your own boss.
Set your own hours. Be an
independent
contract
gathering court information
in surrounding counties for a
nationally known company.
Pay based on productivity.
Mail resume to Attn.:
Dominic, 14000 Quai I
Springs Parkway, Oklahoma
City, OK 73134.
Lifeguards and pool
managers. All Cleveland
counties. . Have fun this
summer and work outside.
Training is available. Call
today. Metropolitan Pools.
216-741-9451.

FOR RENT
For rent. 1280 Cedar Road.
Completely furnished room.
Bathroom and kitchen
privileges. Parking available.
Call Gerald at 491-0809 or
321-3987. Leave message.
3 bedrooms, I 1/2 bath.
Walking distance from JCU.
Call 321-5331.
1 & 2 bedroom apts. for rent.
Building located 2 miles
north of JCU at 1414 S.
Belvoir. $480-$650/month.
Includes: appliances, carpet,
blinds, water, garage. Can
be partially furnished _ No
pets, no smoking. Seniors,
grads,faculty. Call 291 -8458.

5

Cedar-Miramar - 1-2
bedroom. Ceiling fans, miniblinds, a/c , heat, fully
carpeted, laundry facilities,
garage. Must see. 464-3300
or 691 -1342.

MISCELLANEOUS

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000
Coventry - 1-2 bedroom. ext. A- 15365 for current
Ceiling fans, carpet/ listings.
hardwood floors, appliances,
PERSONALS
laundry facilities. Heat
included. Must see. 464Simba - in three seconds,
3300.
could you get me a toilet?
2 bedroom apartment for rent Have a roaring good day.
- $650. Appliances, carpet, Love ya. - Nala.
garage. 1 year lease, security
deposit. Seniors, grads, staff. To mybootscootin' buddies,
No pets I no smoking. Call I love you guys! - CLS
356-2536.
Hey seniors - only 46 more
days
until graduation!
Subleaser needed. JuneAugust.. Cleveland Hts. Own Congratulations!!!!
bedroom, p.ool table. $200/
month plus utilities. Contact Happy 21st Birthday Tom!
Happy 21st Birthday Sara!
Mark at 397-5410.

.,.
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Camp Counselors. For
children with disabilities.
Mw>t bave strong work ethic
and interested in making a
difference in the life of a
child. Up to $8.00 per hour,
35 hours per week, 7 sites in
SummitCounty. Mustenjoy
outdoor activities. Call 800CYO-Camp
for
an
application.
Summer Camp Jobs.
Resident and day positions
avai lable. Counselors waterfront - arts and crafts,
etc. June 8- August I , 1998.
Hiram House Camp. 216831-5045. (Chagrin Falls
area).

.J

Construction firm see ks
computer-literate, motivated,
organized individuals for
general office work and
bookkeeping. Please mail
resume to P.O. Box 665,
Newbury, OH 44065.
Classified ads eos1 S3.00forlhe fir.il ten
words and $.20 for each additional word.
To pi= a classified ad. it must be typed
or handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent toordropped offatlheCarioll News
offore with payn-cnL Oassif!ed ads will
not run witfuut pre-paymen1. Classiftcds
will not be taken over the phone. The
deadline for classified ads is noon of the
Monday prior to publicalion.

For AD RakS and lnfonnation
Business: (2 16) 3974398
Fax I D:ia: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (216) 397-1711
Mail us at:

The Carroll News
20700 N<lfth Pari( Boulevard
Univcrnty Heighls, OH 44118
E-mail to 1M CN at:
CarroiiNcws@jcvaxa.jcu.cdu
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Debating affirmative action
Clare Taft
News l!di tor

.......

Affirmative action issues will
square off in a debate tonight.
The John Carroll University
Student Union Academics Committee is sponsoring," Affirmative
Action: The Debate," at 6:30p.m.
in Kulas Auditorium.
The debate features Clarence
Page and Linda Chavez. Page is
the 1989 Pulitzer Prize winner for
Commentary, and a columnist for
the Chicago Tribune's editorial
board since 1984. Page also has a
televised commentary on WGNTV. Page's work has been published in the New Republic and,
Wall Street Journal. Page has re-

Clare Taft

es5lly5 on race and identity.

The finalists for the Beaudry
Award, the only student award
given at graduation, have been
chosen. They include seniors Jeff
Becherer, Grant Mast, Kate
Robinson and Alison Winters.
Finalists are chosen from seniors
nominated by their classmates.
jeff Becherer is currently Student Union director of internal
affairs. Becherer has been involved in the Student Union since
hisfreshmanyearat)CU. Becherer
has also been a member of the
JCU debate society, and Young
Democrats. Becherer was cochairperson of this year's Dance
Marathon. In addition to his in
school activities Becherer has also

News l!ditor

volunteered in numerous service
organizations and projects.
Grant Mast is project Gold vice
president. Mast is a varsity soccer
player. Mast was involved in
Project HOPE during his sophomore and junior years at JCU. He
has been involved in various service activities throughout his four
years at )CU, both on and off campus, including teaching Sunday
school at First Baptist Church and
volunteering for the spring break
trip to Appalachia.
Kate Robinson is thisyear'sStudent Union "person of the year."
Robinson was thechairoftheGiving Tree this past year, and chair of
F.O.C.U.S. the past two years.
Robinson is also president of Amnesty International. Robinson has

- ·
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participated in manyserviceorganizations and activities including
Meals-on-Wheels and
the
Bethesda Mission Service Trip to
Harrisburg, PA.
Alison Winters, a biology major and philosophy minor aspires
to be a Jesuit volunteer after graduation. Winters was this year's
projectGoldchairperson. Winters
has been involved in the Student
Union and has participated in Safe
Rides and F.O.C.U.S. Winters is a
member of the Student Union
Funding and Rules Committee. As
a member of Campus Ministry,
Winters has been a eucharistic
minister, and has volunteered for
Habitat for Humanity.
Voting for the Beaudry Award
will begin April15.

Mark Boleky
Sports Editor

Special Commencement Notice
KUSIC•DftlUXS•DARCB•POOL
•SPECIALTY DRINIS & SHOTS

Inresponsetoconcems regardtion of all requirements:
ing the cancellation of summer .
-Undergraduate students must
commencement, a set of criteria
have no more than nine remaining
will apply for students to particicredit hours in order to complete
pate in the May commencement
their degree program. Two weeks
ceremonies prior to the compteprior to spring commencement,
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the ~utden ts must be registered
for courses to complete their degree requirements by the end of
the summer. Students who have
not yet applied to graduate in August may do so until Apr. 15.
- Students cannot have more
than a three-quality point deficit
in any of the various categories in
which a 2.0 grade a verage is
needed for graduation.
- Graduate students who are
not writing a thesis must have no
more than nine remainin g hours
in order to complete their degree
program . Gradua te students who
have not completed the~ I
have completed all course requ irements) .mus t submit a petition
,. - -t I • -th t
stgne y etra vtsors
a mg a
the thesis w ill be completed by
Aug.7.Gradua~

applyfoTtheMaycommencemenl
ceremony no later than Apr. 15.

Informal ion from Fred Travis, pro·
vost.

.....

ONE-COURSE TBAT~I:OULD=t:BANGE
THE COURSE Of YOUR LifE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps build confidence, char- ~ on a whole new course.

ARMYROTt
TIE SIIU'I'I3T aH.I.EGE COIIISE 10U CD DIE

Mar. 27 - 28 I 8:00
April 3 - 4 I 8:00, April 5 I 2:00
Kulas Auditorium
For Informacion Call: 397-4428
Jlroducr~/ lflilll liN ,.,.,,w;,, t~f o,,.,,,;iiS 1'£1y Sr-rrirn. lllr.

For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or ool1

397-4421
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Big innings give baseball three wins

Beaudry Award finalists named

cently written a book on race
called, Showing My Color: Impolite
Chavez,aweeklycolumnistfor
USA Today has been called by 1M
New York Times, "an influential
voice on civil rights policy."
Chavez is president and John M.
Olin Fellow at the Center for Equal
Opportunity, a project of the Equal
Opportunity Foundation in Washington.
Page and Chavez, both minority journalists, will reflect on their
personal experiences. Page and
Chavez will be debating the merits of affirmative action and discuss the future of affirmative action programs.

TheCarrollNews, Aprill, 1998

'lheca.rrollNews, Aprill, 1998

~by~rmf"Hl

Sophomore shortstop Paul Smaldone (6) flips to freshman second basema n Scott Bryson to turn a double
play agai nst Wi ttenbe rg Sunday at Schweickert Field. The pair of first-year starters a lso combined for a
double play in the ninth inning to end the game a nd secure john Carroll University's 9-8 win.

McVicker homers twice as softball
starts OAC play with split
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

%~

=''

The Jo hn Carroll University
softball team accomplished som ething las t week that has not been
done in quite a w hile.
By splitting its fir st Ohio Athle tic Confere n ce do ubl eheader
a~ainst,Muskingup.1 Ol't Saturda.y,
t e BlUE! Streaks (6-8) opened 1-1
in conference play for the first time
since JCU entered the OAC in the
1990 season.
Led by senior ca tcher Carrie
McVicker, who belted back-tobac k home runs, JCU defeated
Muskingum, 5-3, in th e second
game.
While the firs t blast came off
Muskingum's starting pitcher, the
second home run was the o nly hit
the Blue Streaks could muster
against the Musk ingum bullpen
for the rest o f the game.
]CU sop homore Theresa
Bodnar pitched six scoreless innings to improve her record to3-4.
McVicker batted 3-for-6 with
three runs batted in, including the
two game-deciding homers. The
three hits raised her season average to .275.
" It felt good to be able to contribute to the team's win,"
McVicker said. "It's really good to
beat a team like Muskingum to
open OAC's. We've never split
our first conference doubleheader
since I've been here."
Despite the success in the second game, the Blue Streaks came
up on the short end of a 6-2 score
earlier in the day. Sophomore
pitcher Niki Russell suffered her
fourth loss of the season, against
three victories.
JCU began the week on a promising note by winning the first
game of a doubleheader against
Case Western Reserve University,
4-3.
Russell notched her third victory of the you ng season, allowing
only three hits in seven innings.
Senior centerfielder )en Wolke
and sophomore shortstop Jam te
Skaugen were instrumental in the
victory, both going 3-for-4.
Skaugen currently leads the
team in batting with a .375 aver·

age, while Wol ke is third , hitting
.293.
The Blue Streaks stumbled in
the nex t game, however, losing, 31, to the Spartans.
So far this season, the Blue
Streaks have shown they are capabl e of hold ing a lea d late in the
,a me. ln c.unlc:;t~ w he

up . Every OAC game is important, but this one is very impo rtant."
JCU hopes to take advantage of
the warm weather th is week to get
some games in, but it faces a gruel in g schedu le.
After the sing le game with
~d<•lb.<:.:g t~,JCU.will

winning after the sixth inning, the
St reaks have an unblemished
record of 5-0.
JCU plays its 1998 home opene r
against Heidelberg today a t
Bracken Field. The Blue Streaks
won every contes t las t year against
Heidelberg.
"I think we have to be prepared
to play Heide lberg," senior Erika
Oblak said. "We swept them last
year, so they ' re go ing to be fired

..

bo.:.t

doubleheader against Blufton College on Friday and play two more
at Otterbein on Saturday. Playing
five games in four days will certa inly test the squad's depth.
"We'll get the opportuni ty to
look at some people who haven't
gotten a chance to play," JCU head
coach G retchen Weitbrecht said.
"But [don't really anticipate that
we'll be tired, since we played five
straight days in Florida."

"
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DUQUESNE UNIVERSITI

When they ~tart coming across,
home plate for the John Carroll
Untversity baseball teo1m re·
sembles Grand Central Stohon.
The Blue Streaks went 3·1 la~t
week on the strl'ngth of four dif
ferentoccasions where they ~cored
six or more runs in one inning. " I
really believe that hitting is contagious," manager Brian Br<!wer
said. "The top six guys in our
lineup are hitting so well right now,
and when we get the seven, eight
and nine guys on base, it usually
leads to big innings."
The run production - along
with junior ftrst baseman Jim
Wideikis' heroics - helped JCU
pu ll out a 9-8 victory over
Wittenberg Su nday, as well as
sweep Muskingum in a Friday
doubleheader that was the Streaks'
first Ohio Athletic Conference action of the season.
After being beaten by topra nked Wooster last Wednesday,
12-3, JCU (9-6, 2-0 OAC) bounced
back big versus Muskin g um . In
the first game, the Streaks jumped
o ut to a 9-1 lead by the second
inning. Freshman C raig Recko
contributed to the lead by go ing 3for-5with five runs batted in and a
home run.
"We had a to ug h week aga inst
Wooster and Ohio Wesleya n [las t
weekf," Recko said. "We weren't
swingi ng at good pitches, and we
seemed a lot more aggressive ea rl y
aga ins t Muskingum."
The Muskies clawed their way
back throughou t the next five innings, forcing~ 12-1 2 tie. fn the
bottom of the tenth, after three
scoreless innings, JCU freshman
catcher rom Muscenti hit a twoout single to score Wideikis from
th ird and win the game.
The run to win the game was
one of the 15 Wideikiseit her scored
or drove in through the past four

games. He had a week anyone
fromstickba II to the major leagues
w<>uld be boasting ,1bout.
In four game::., Wideik1s was
10-for 13with two hom~ runs. I lis
sluggtng percentngC' for the week,
t<>la I bases divided by at bats, 1S ,m
unbelieve,1ble 1.416.
ow through 15 games for the
season, ht~ has already tted htsm"n
single season school record w1th
six homers this year. "He's just
outstanding," BrL'WE'r said. 'Once
our guys get on at th.: top of the
order, it sets it up [for Wideikisj.'"
In the second game of the
twinbill,
jCU
pounded
Muskingum, 13-3, on the strength
of -· no surprise here -- ,1 sevenrun th1rd mning. Freshman second baseman Scot t Bryson led the
charge, going 3-for-3 With two
doub les.
The Streaks complet<!d the
week hosting Wittenberg Sunday.
The first three innings were extremely well pitc hed by jCU's Marc
Thibeau lt and Wittenberg's Brian
Plas ters, with the visi tors picking
up a 1-0 lead. The bats rolled out
in the fo urth, t hough, when
Wittenberg scored f1ve runs and
the Strea ks exploded for eight,
which were enough to hold on to
the victory.
"They had abou tfourerrors that
inning, and it was a perfect exampleofhow I tell them to hit it on
the grou nd and good things will
happen," Brewer said .
Thibeault picked up the win,
but got hit well fo r the second
game in a row. Brewer said that
his control has been part of the
problem for Thibe<ntlt, sincC' he is
a changeup pitcher a·nd can't get
away with inaccuracy around the
strike zone.
The Streaks take on Point Park
today, and get back to OAC play
Saturday for a doubleheader
against Otterbein. All games will
be at Schweickert F1eld.
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We know you want
to write for Sports!!
Remember... For you. About you. BY you.
Call Mark at x1711
or stop by The CN
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Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad
Transferable Credits

Classes
rting soon

Accelerated Sessions

for the
June exam

Start Dates: May through July.
Register by fax, phone, mail or
in person

Call now

to

reserve
your spot!!

Call1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1998
Infonnation/Application
Package

~
R~

PtlTSB!JRGll, PA

15282

www.duq.edu.

1·800·1AP·TEST
www.kaplan.com
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Debating affirmative action
Clare Taft

cently written a book on race
called, Slwruing My Color: Impolite

News Editor

...,...

Affirmative action issues will
square off in a debate tonight.
The John Carroll University
Student Union Academics Committee is sponsoring." Affinnative
Action: The Debate," at 6:30p.m.
in Kulas Auditorium.
The debate features Clarence
Page and Linda Chavez. Page is
the 1989 Pulitzer Prize winner for
Commentary, and a columnist for
the Chicago Tribune's editorial
board since 1984. Page also has a
televised commentary on WGNTV. Page's work has been published in the New Republic and,
Wall Street Journal. Page has re-

essays on race and identity.
Chavez, a weekly columnist for
USA Todily has been called by 'f'he
New York Times, "an influential
voice on civil rights policy."
Chavez is president and John M.
Olin Fellow at the Center for Equal
Opportunity, a projectofthe Equal
Opportunity Foundation in Washington.
Page and Chavez, both minority journalists, will reflect on their
personal experiences. Page and
Chavez will be debating the merits of affirmative action and discuss the future of affirmative action programs.

Clare Taft
The finalists for the Beaudry
Award, the only student award
given at graduation, have been
chosen. They include seniors Jeff
Becherer, Grant Mast, Kate
Robinson and Alison Winters.
Finalists are chosen from seniors
nominated by their classmates.
Jeff Becherer is currently Student Union director of internal
affairs. Becherer has been involved in the Student Union since
hisfreshmanyearatJCU. Becherer
has also been a member of the
JCU debate society, and Young
Democrats. Becherer was cochairperson of this year's Dance
Marathon. In addition to his in
school activities Becherer has also

volunteered in numerous service
organizations and projects.
Grant Mast is project Gold vice
president. Mast is a varsity soccer
player. Mast was involved in
Project HOPE during his sophomore and junior years at )CU. He
has been involved in various service activities throughout his four
years at JCU, both on and off campus, including teaching Sunday
school at First Baptist Church and
volunteering for the spring break
trip to Appalachia.
Kate Robinson is this year's Student Union "person of the year."
Robinson was the chair of the Giving Tree this past year, and chair of
F.O.C.U.S. the past two years.
Robinson is also president of Amnesty International. Robinson has

participated in rna n y service organizations and activities including
Meals-on-Wheels and the
Bethesda Mission Service Trip to
Harrisburg. PA.
Alison Winters, a biology major and philosophy minor aspires
to be a Jesuit volunteer after graduation. Winters was this year's
project Gold chairperson. Winters
has been involved in the Student
Union and has participated in Safe
Rides and F.O.C.U.S. Winters is a
member of the Student Union
FundingandRulesCommittee. As
a member of Campus Ministry.
Winters has been a eucharistic
minister, and has volunteered for
Habitat for Humanity.
Voting for the Beaudry Award
will begin April 15.

Mark Bo leky
Sp or ts Ed it o r

Special Commencement Notice
MUSYC•DKlNKS•DANCB•POOL

•SPECIALTY DRINrS & SHOTS
*COFFEE & FSPRESSO

In response to concerns regard- lion of all requirements:
ing the cancellation of summer .
-Undergraduate students must
commencement, a set of criteria have no more than nine remaining
will apply for students to partici- credit hours in order to complete
pate in the May commencement their degree program. Two weeks
ceremonies prior to the compte- prior to spring commencement,
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the :;utdents must be registered
for courses to complete their degree requirements by the end of
the summer. Students who have
not yet applied to graduate in August may do so until Apr. 15.
- Students cannot have more
than a three-quality point deficit
in any of the various categories in
which a 2.0 grade average is
needed for graduation.
- Graduate students who are
not writing a thesis must have no
more than nine remaining hours
in order to complete their degree
program. Graduate students who
have not co mpleted the~t
have completed all course requi re·
ments) .must submit a petition
_,_ · '
th t
s•gne y eiraov•
sors-1a t 1ng
a
the thesis will be completed by
Aug. 7. Gradual~
applyfo'rtheMaycommencement
ceremony no la ter than Apr. 15.

lnformntion from Fred Travis, pro·
vosl.

ONE COURSE~TBAT=com.D 'CHANGE
THE COURSE or YOUR LirE.
Look fozward to the future with acter and management sld.lls. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC,
the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that gives you experience and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps build confidence, char- ~ on a whole new course.

ARMYRO'lt
Mar. 27 - 28 I 8:00
April 3 - 4 I 8:00, April 5 I 2:00
Kulas Auditorium
For Informacion Call: 397-4428
JJrod,crJ IPith
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Big innings give baseball three wins

Beaudry Award finalists named
News Editor
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The Carroll News, April 1, 1998

'lbe Carroll News, Apr ill, 1998

pt»t:c tv Sara f'Ml

Sophomore shortstop Paul Smaldone (6) flips to freshman second baseman Scott Bryson to turn a double
play against Wittenberg Sunday at Schweickert Field. The pair of first-year starters also combined for a
double play in the ninth inning to end the game and secure John Carroll University's 9-8 win.

McVicker homers twice as softball
starts OAC play with split
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

"•~

- -·

The John Carroll University
so ftba ll team accomplished something last week that has not been
done in quite a while.
By splitting its first Ohio Athletic Conference doubleheader
MainstMuskingum on Saturday,
4 Bta!! Streaks (6-8) opened 1-1
in confere nce play for the first time
since )CU entered the OAC in the
1990 seaso n.
Led by senior catcher Carrie
McVicker, who belted back-to·
back home runs, JCU defeated
Muskingum, 5-3, in the second
ga me.
While the first blast came off
Muskingum's sta rting pitcher, the
second home run was the on!y hit
the Blue Streaks cou ld muster
against the Muskingum bullpen
for the rest of th e game.
JCU sop homo re Theresa
Bodnar pitched six scoreless innings to improve her record to 3-4.
McVicker batted 3-for-6 with
three runs batted in, inc luding the
two game-deciding homers. The
three hits ra ised her season average to .275.
"It felt good to be able to contribute to the team's win,"
McVicker said. "It's really good to
beat a team li ke Muskingum to
open OAC's. We've never split
our first conference doub leheader
since I've been here ."
Despite the success in the second game, the Blue Streaks came
up on the short end of a 6-2 score
earlier in the day. Sophomore
pitcher Niki Russell suffered her
fourth loss of the season, against
three victories.
JCU began the week on a promIsing note by winning the first
game of a doubleheader aga in5t
Case Western Reserve Un iversity,
4-3.
Russell notched her third vic·
tory of the young season, allowing
on ly three hits in seven innings.
Senior centerfielder Jen Wolke
and sophomore shortstop )am 1e
Skaugen were instru mental in the
victory, both going 3-for-4.
Skaugen cu rrently leads the
team in batting with a .375 aver-

age, while Wolke is third, hi tting
.293.
The Blue Streaks stumbled in
the next game, however, losing, 31, to the Spartans.
So far this season, the Blue
Streaks have shown they arecapable of holding a lead la te in the
~am~.

In

contc~ts

when t!:u;

winning after the sixth inning, the
Streaks have an unble mi s hed
record of 5-0.
JCU plays its 1998 home opene r
against Heidelberg today at
Bracken Field. The Blue Streaks
won every contest last year against
Heidelberg.
"I think we have to be prepared
to play Heidelberg," senior Eri ka
Oblak said. "We swept them last
year, so they're going to be fired

up. Every OAC game is impor·
tant, but this one is very important."
JCU hopes to take advantage of
the warm weather this week to get
some games in, but it faces a grueli ng schedule.
After the si ng le game with
Hcid, · lhcrg~-1-C.U.~.o.:rt

doubleheader against Blufton College on Friday and play two more
at Otterbein on Saturday. Playi ng
five games in four days will certai nly test the squad's depth.
"We'll get the opportunity to
look at some peop le who haven 't
gotten a cha nce to play," JCU head
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht said.
"But [don't really antic ipate that
we'll be tired, since we played five
straight days in Florida."

When they start commg across,
home plate for tht> John Carroll
Uni\·ersity baseball team resembles Grand Central Station.
The Dlue Streaks went 3-1 last
week on the strength of four differcn t occasions whe re they scored
six or more runs 111 one mning. "I
really believe that hitting is contagious," manager Brian Brewer
said. "The top six guys in ou r
lineup are hitting so well right now,
and when we get the se 1•cn, eight
and nine guys on base, it usually
leads to big innings."
The run production - along
with junior first baseman Jim
Wideikis' heroics - helped jCU
pull out a 9-8 victory ove r
Wittenberg Sunday, as well as
sweep Muskingum in a Friday
doubleheader that was the Strea ks'
first Ohio Athletic Conference action of the season.
After being beaten by top ranked Wooster last Wednesday,
12-3, JCU (9 -6, 2-0 OAC) bounced
back bi g versus Muskingum. In
the first game, the Streaks jumped
out to a 9-1 lead by the second
inning. Freshman Craig Recko
contributed to the lead by going3for-5 with five runs batted in and a
home run .
"We had a tough week against
Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan [last
week)," Recko said. "We weren 't
swinging at good pitches, and we
seemed a lot more aggressive early
against Muskingum ."
The Muskies clawed their way
back throughout the next five innmgs, forcmg a 12-12 tie. In the
bottom of the tenth, after three
scoreless innings, JCU freshman
ca tcher rom Muscenti hit a twoout single to score Wideikis from
third and win the game.
The run to win the game was
one of the 15 Wideikis either scored
or drove in through the past four

games. I le had a Wt!ek anyone
from stickba II to the major leagues
would be boasting about.
In four games, Widcikis was
10-for-13withtwohomeruns. His
slugging percentage for the week,
total bJ,es di\'Ided by at bat,, is an
unb~he1 cable 1.416
k)w through 15 games tor the
Sl'asnn, hl' h,1s a Irt>a d y tied hio own
single season school record with
six homer:. this year. "He\ JUSt
outstand ing," Brewer said. ··once
our guys get on at the top of the
orde r, it se ts it up [for WideikisJ."
In the second game of the
twinbill,
JCU
pounded
Muskmgum, 13-3, on the strength
of-- no surprise here -- a sevenrun third inning. Freshman second baseman Scott Bryson led the
charge, going 3-for-3 w1th two
doubles.
The Streaks comp le ted the
wee k hosting Wittenberg Sunday.
The first three inmngs were extremelywell pitched by jCU'sMarc
Thibeault and Wittenberg's Brian
Plasters, with the visitors picking
up a 1-0 lead . The bats rolled out
in th e fourth, th o ugh, when
Wittenberg scored five runs and
the Streaks exploded for eight,
which were enough to hold on to
the victory.
"They had about four errors that
inn ing, and it was a perfect example of how r tell them to hit it on
the grou nd and good things will
happen," Brewer said.
Thibeault picked up the win,
but got hit well for the second
game in a row. Brewer said that
his contro l has been part of the
probkm for Thibeault, since he is
a changeup p1rcher and can' t get
away with inaccuracy around the
strike zone.
The Streaks take on Point Park
today, and get back to OAC play
Saturday fo r a d o ubleh eader
against Otterbein. All games will
be at Schweickert Field.
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Night patrol

......

"That's why we're here, not because of the students, but because
Fraudulent parking passes, of any outs1ders," he added.
Entering law enforcement
writing parkmg ltckets and bust:
ing students for vandalizing the when he was 20, Marks has served
university grounds are all part of in a variety of capacities in various
the job description for the average departments.
John Carroll UniMarks began
versity security
h1s career as a
dispatcher for
guard during the
the State Highday.
way Patrol in
For Tim Marks,
Ohw,and 1M eras
a six year veteran
captam m charge
oft he department,
of patrols for the
that is all about to
Portage County
change.
Marks was reShenff.
cently promoted
lie
also
served as an ofto the position of
ficerwith the Vilsergeant by j.
lage of H1ram,
Francis
and
subseMcCaffrey. He
quently
pawill assume the
trolled Hiram
leadership duties
Sgt. Tim Marks
College.
of the graveyard
Marks IS reshift.
According to Marks the differ- placing Louis Harris who retired
ence in the shifts will be notice- last June after 40 years with john
able. Officers during the day deal Carroll. Harris se rved the umverprimarrtywith p atrolling the par k- sity thro ugh both the housekeepin g situation.
ing and security departments.
"We have a problem[with parkCurrently john Carroll employs
ing], we all know that, " Marks fifteen certified police officers, acsaid. "[The administration is] cording to Marks. Dale Blaess and
MattGoffos serve as the other two
working on it."
The responsibililtes of security sergeants for the secunty departduring the graveyard shift involve ment.
]CU is full of"good times,good
more patrolling, "keeping [the
campus] safe from outsiders," people, [and] good students,"
Marks said.
Marks said.

Ed Klein

News Editor

Students dance the night away at the Dance Marathon during the Aloha theme of the 26-hour ma rathon
that began Friday, March 27, and ended Saturday evening..

Dancers get Jiggy with it
Ann Davis
Staff Reporter
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This weekend over 25 cou ples
danced the n ight ... the day... and
the next night away at th~ 1.2.2§.
lJance- Mara thon, "Dance with
Life," held in the Don Shula Varsity Gym.
john Carroll students raised
$11,000 for the children at Camp
Corde in Parma.
Katie Pusateri, senior organizer
of the event, said, "It is very gratifying to see college kids give up
their time."
The dancers kept dancing despite their fatigue. Dancer Dana
Weidaw summed up the event
when she said ''I'm exhausted'"
Happy hours were held on both
Friday and Saturday nights. Jeff
Becherer said, "! think we were
very successful as far as raising

money. This was the first year we
brought Dance Marathon back to
John Carroll, so now people will
know about it."
The last time D.ance.

was held at John Ca rroll was in the
spring of 1994.
A committee of fifteen
studentshave been planning the
event for over a year "We thought
it would be a great thing to do for
Carroll," said Pusateri.
Senior Chris Tye recruited and
scheduled Djs from W]CU . "He
really livened things up," said
Kelly Jones, senior organixer.
Dancer Kristina Rus said, "The
bands and D]'s played such great
music, I lost my voice singing."
The ''Johnny Vegas" opened the
Dance Marathon on Friday followed by "Garage Sale of
America .. " Saturday, the Cleve-

land Cavaliers' Dance Team performed followed by the JCU Dance
Team.
Booths run by greek organlzatiOJ.lS..WeJ::e.SEl~

up
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and involve the student bod y.
The most successful booth, "Pie
in the Face," was held by the freshman and sophomore classes. Raising nearly $200, participants
cthrew pies at the faces of Heather
Tucker, assitant director of residence life, Ed Klein, news editor
of The Carroll News, Mike Murray,
executive secretary of the Student
Union, and other members of campus organizations.
The 1998 Dance Marathon
ended with the song, "Dance with
Life," from the Phenomenon
soundtrack. "It was a very emotional and worthwhile experi ence," said ]ones.

Summer weather!

Housing sign-ups b·egin
___

Katie
- Pusateri
- :.._
Staff Reporter

It's that time of year again for
those interested in living on-campus next year, to prepare for housing sign-ups.
According to assistant director
of residence life for operations,
Patrick Weyers there are some
changes this year that every student should be aware of. "This
year's housing selection is different because of the Bernet construction. We have chosen a different
selection process for those interested in living in Bernet."
Bernet will be primarily for
those students with senior standing. "We wanted to give special
priority to seniors who have lived
on campus for the past three
years," Weyers said. "We feel that
it is only fair to reward those students by giving them a chance to
live in a newer, more modern
building."
The selection process is based

on standing as a jCU student and
on how many years the student
has lived on campus. From there,
those students who are interested
in a six-person, four-person, threeperson, or two-person suite will
be put in a barrel according to that
.criteria.
There are eight six-person
suites available, thirteen four-person suites, two three-person sui tes
and two two-person suites. Those
students who do not receive their
first choice are able to split up and
try for another combination, but
will not have priority over those
already wanting a smaller combination.
Like the other residence halls,
Bernet will have two resident assistants, one hall director and one
campus minister.
Next year, Bernet along with
Hamlin Hall will be completely
smoke free .
The construction for Bernet is
currently on schedule to open in

the fall. "We have been given every a~surance by Phys1cal Plant
that Bernet will be open for the
fall," said Weyers.
For those interested in living in
Rudman Hall next year, there will
be a few changes as well. the
number of rooms ava1lable will be
the same as this year, however,
students currently living in Rodman have the option of retaining
their current room for next year. If
those students do not choose to
live in the same room, they wtll go
about housing sign-ups like the
rest of the student body.
Like in past year, sign-up numbers are based on a student'scredtt
hour grouping, and then randomly
selected within that grouping.
For those students interested
in specialty housing, sign-ups are
April6, and April7 from 8:00p.m.midnight. All other housing signups are April14,16,21 and 23 from
8:00 p.m.-midnight in the Murphy
Room.
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Is it summer yet? Students congregate outside of Sutowski
Hall to enjoy the unseasonably warm weather this past
weekend. The warm weather may be a continual effect of
El Nino.
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